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Special price for complete set of T.C.C. Condensers £2.5.0
Printed Circuit complete with Control Panel (approved by Mullard)
£1.2.6
Available from leading dealers

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION NORTH ACTON • LONDON • W.3 Tel: ACORN 0061

HIGH FIDELITY AT REALISTIC COST!

See and hear these and all other W.B. lines at our London Office (109 Kingsway, W.C.2) any Saturday between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.

- T.H. 1012. 10" Hi-Fi Unit
  £4.19.9
- H.F. 1214. Full Range 12" Unit
  14,000 gauss
  £9.15.6
- T.816. Special 8" Mid-Range and High Frequency Unit.
  16,000 gauss magnet.
  £6.10.0
- The New W.B.12 High Fidelity Amplifier
  Price £25

Details of all the outstanding W.B. products on request

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD • MANSFIELD • NOTTS
Industry & Commerce offer their best posts to those with the necessary qualifications—such posts that will bring personal satisfaction, happiness, good money and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled knowledge of what is required in industry to-day and the best means of training personnel for its present day and future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for hobbies, new interests or part-time occupations in any of the subjects listed below. Make your own choice and write to us to-day for further information. There is no obligation of any kind.

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING IN—

| Accountancy | Customs Officer | Languages |
| A.R.B. Licences | Electrician | Maintenance Eng. |
| Art (Fashion, Illustrating, Humorous) | Draughtsmanship | Economics |
| Automobile Eng. | Electrical Installations | Engineering |
| Banking | Electronics | Salesmanship |
| Book-keeping | Electronic | Secretarial |
| Building | Draughtsmanship | Short Story Writing |
| Business | Eng. Drawing | Short Wave Radio |
| Management | Expert | Sound Recording |
| Carpentry | Heating & Ventilation | Telecommunication |
| City & Guilds | High Speed | Television |
| Exams | Industrial Admin. | Time & Motion Study |
| Civil Service | Jig & Tool Design | Tracing |
| Commercial | Journalism | Welding |
| Subjects | | Workshop Practice |
| Commercial | | Works Management |
| Arts & Drawing | | and many others |


NEW! Courses with PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

in RADIO • TELEVISION • MECHANICS
CHEMISTRY • ELECTRICITY
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP • PHOTOGRAPHY etc., etc.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

FREE

POST THIS TODAY

NAME
ADDRESS

Subject(s) with, without equipment

NAME
ADDRESS

AUG. ’57 We shall not worry you with personal visits
R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT

ASSEMBLED CHARGERS

6V, 1 Amp.................. 1.99
6V, or 12V, 1 Aamp........ 2.99
6V, or 12V 2 Aamps........ 3.99
6V, or 12V 3 Aamps........ 4.99
6V, or 12V 4 Aamps........ 5.99


REDUCED ENTRYPARTS

612 v. 1, 411 J.T. Types H/LW.
612 v. 2, 89 612V, i. H.W. 2.99
612 v. 2 A, 39 150 v. 40 mA, 3.99
612 v. 2 A, 149 150 v. 50 mA, 3.99
612 v. 6 A, 199 250 v. 80 mA, 7.99
612 v. 10 A, 239 250 v. 150 mA, 9.99
612 v. 15 A, 359 250 v. 250 mA, 11.99

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS

FULLY (4A) SIZED

INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED, PRIMARIES 200-220-250 v. 50 c/c, scowered.

SMOOTHED DROP THROUGH

250-0-250 70 MA, 50 c/c, 4.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-250-250 100 MA, 50 c/c, 7.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 100 MA, 50 c/c, 14.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 150 MA, 50 c/c, 25.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 200 MA, 50 c/c, 39.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 250 MA, 50 c/c, 49.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 300 MA, 50 c/c, 59.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 500 MA, 50 c/c, 99.99 v. 2 a, 28.99
250-0-250 1 A, 50 c/c, 129.99 v. 2 a, 28.99

PHANIM TRANSFORMERS

620-0-250 500 MA, 50 c/c, 4.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 500 MA, 50 c/c, 7.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 1 A, 50 c/c, 14.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 1.5 A, 50 c/c, 21.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 2 A, 50 c/c, 25.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 3 A, 50 c/c, 39.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 4 A, 50 c/c, 49.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 5 A, 50 c/c, 59.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 6 A, 50 c/c, 69.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 7 A, 50 c/c, 79.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
620-0-250 8 A, 50 c/c, 89.99 v. 2 a, 2.99

SMALL POTTED MAINS TRANSFORMERS

400-0-200 100 MA, 50 c/c, 1.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 150 MA, 50 c/c, 2.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 200 MA, 50 c/c, 3.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 250 MA, 50 c/c, 4.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 300 MA, 50 c/c, 5.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 400 MA, 50 c/c, 7.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 500 MA, 50 c/c, 9.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 600 MA, 50 c/c, 11.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 700 MA, 50 c/c, 13.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 800 MA, 50 c/c, 15.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 900 MA, 50 c/c, 17.99 v. 2 a, 2.99
400-0-200 1000 MA, 50 c/c, 19.99 v. 2 a, 2.99

Type BM1. An all-dry battery eliminator.
Size 5 x 1 x 2 in. approx.
Completely replaces batteries supplying 1.4 v. and 90 v., where A.C. mains 200-250 v. 50 c/c, scowered. Suitable for all batteries up to 150 v. and also for receivers requiring 1.4 v. and 90 v. This includes virtually all consumption types.

Complete kit with diagram, 39.9, or for ready use, 49.9.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGING KIT. Input 200-250 V. 50 c/c, scowered. Fully smoothed, rectified supply to charge 2v. accumulator. Primarily intended for radio sets in cold andcountry regions.


R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITS

Type BM2. Size 8 x 5 x 1 in. Supplies 12 v., 5 v., and 0.5 v. 30 mA, and 2 v. 0.4 A to 1 amp. Fully smoothed. Specially designed for use in battery cabinets.

Complete kit with diagram, 39.9, or for ready use, 49.9.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS

Ready for use in a walnut veneered cabinet.
Sin. 2.3 ohms, 35.9.

Very limited number.

VOLUME CONTROL with long (1 in. diam.) spindle, all values less 2.5; with S.P. switch, 3.9; with D.P. switch, 4.6.

All for A.C. Mains 200-250 v., 50 c/c. Guaranteed 12 months.

Assembled 6 v. or 12 v. 2 Aamps.
Fitted Ammeter and variable charge rate selector. Also selector plug for 6 v. or 12 v. charging. Double fused. Louvered steel case, with stoved blue hammer finish.

75.9. Ready for use with mains and output leads. Carr. 3.9.
R.S.C. A8 ULTRA LINEAR 12 WATT AMPLIFIER

High-Fidelity Push Pull Amplifier with Special Tone Control. Three stages, high sensitivity. Includes 3A5 outputs. High-quality transformers, input and output, specially designed for Ultra Linear operation. Meets current standards of current manufacture. INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS AND TREBLE. 35, 30-30,000 c.e.s. Six negative feedback loops. Hum level 15 dB. Only 70 milliwatts N.R.M.V. required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable for use with all modern tubes and types of tubes and practically all microphones. Compared very well with the best designs. FOR further details see R.S.C. Ultralinear Long-Playing £7-15-0. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, including stringing, tuning, cords. OUTLET SOCKET with plug provides 300.20 v. 20 mA and 6.3 V 5.5 A. For supply of a RADIO FEEDER UNIT. Size approx. 12.5 x 7.5 x 5.5 cm. Made of bakelite and 15 ohm speakers. Kit complete for 15 nut. Chaos is fully furnished. Full instructions and diagrams supplied. Unadaptable color at a factory built 45 x 45 x 30 x 10 cm.

R.S.C. 45 WATT AS HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIER

A highly sensitive Push-Pull, high output unit with self-contained pre-amp. Tone Control Stages. Separate Bass and Treble Controls. A complete Kit with diagrams. Carriage includes all necessary parts and tubes fitted. Minimum input required for full output is only 12 milliwatts so that ANY KIND OF MICROPHONE can be used. The unit is designed for use with 45 long-playing records, ORANGE or OUTDOOR FUNCTION, etc. For use with Electronic, GUITAR, STROBE BASS, etc. For Standard or Long-playing records. OUTPUT SOCKET PROVIDES L.T. and H.T. for a RADIO FEEDER UNIT. All extra input with associated control valve provided so that two small inputs such as Gram and 'Mike' can be mixed, cut, or reversed. Amplifier has 1200 miliwatts N.R.M.V. for 25 cm. A.C. Mains and has outputs for 2300 miliwatts for a complete Kit of parts, fully furnished. Chaos is point-to-point with microphones. Only 10 G.N.S. TIDES: DEPOSIT £5 11s and 9 monthly payments of £5.2s.0d.

R.S.C. 20 WATT RE-ENTRANT SPEAKERS, 15 ohm high fidelity. For Outdoor use, only 8 GNS. SPEAKERS. RE-EVENT SPEAKER, 23 cm. Suitable for use with L.E.O. or P.W.E. Speakers etc. £3 15s 6d. Complete Kit with diagrams. £12 / 1941. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEAKERS, 29 ohm, 6m. R.A. hight, £2 14s. 6d. M.E.R. SPEA
Stern's introduce...

A "fidelity" TAPE RECORDER

WITH EVERYTHING—EXCEPT A HIGH PRICE

TESTED AND APPROVED AT THE TRUVOX LABORATORIES.

IT INCORPORATES: The NEW TRUVOX Mk IV TAPE DECK together
with the "fidelity" MODEL HF/TR2 TAPE AMPLIFIER (both illustrated on
this page) and a Rola 12in. x 8in. P.M. SPEAKER.

THE "FIDELITY" TAPE AMPLIFIER

Model HF/Tr2 WITH POWER

SUPPLY UNIT

PRICE £16.0.0.

(See, and ins. 6/-.)

CREDIT TERMS:
Deposit £8 and 9
months of £1.

PRICE... Including
TOTAL MIKE and 1,200ft. reel of
PLASTIC TAPE.

£49.10.0.

(On £1 extra with
REV. COUNTER.)

(Plus £1.10s. carriage and insurance, of which £1 is refunded on return of Packing Case.)

® BEFORE CHOOSING YOUR TAPE RECORDER YOU

SHOULD HEAR THIS MODEL! TRULY "HI-FI" RECORDINGS

ARE OBTAINABLE and it is impossible to match higher priced Recorders.

® CREDIT SELL: Deposit £12.8 - and 9 monthly payments of £4.10.8

HIRE PURCHASE: Deposit £41.15. - and 12 monthly payments

of £2.8.11.

The NEW TRUVOX Mk IV TAPE DECK

THIS IS UNDOUBTEDLY ONE OF THE BEST TAPE

DECKS ON THE MARKET; WE HAVE A FEW ONLY

AVAILABLE.

PRICE...

£27.6.0. (Plus 10/-
carr. and ins.)

EXCLUDING COUNTER

CREDIT TERMS: Deposit £8 17/- and 9 months of £2.12.6.

H.P. TERMS: Deposit £13 13/-

and 12 monthly payments of

£1 5.4.

WE ALSO HAVE A FEW DECKS WITH REV.

COUNTERS. Price £30.4.5.

Send S.A.E. for details.

STERN RADIO LTD.

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4

Tel.: FLEet 5812-3-4.

WEYRAD

"H" TYPE COILS— FOR MANUFACTURERS, SERVICE ENGINEERS

AND INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTORS

A low-priced, soundly-designed Range of Coils, providing continuous coverage from 12 to 2,000 metres in 6 Bands.

The coils are supplied in individual aerial, H.F. transformer and oscillator versions for each band. Iron dust cores are adjusted by means of a threaded brass stem with a screwdriver slot which permits fine adjustment of inductance without the danger of damage to cores. Circuit connections are made to 4 tags at the end of the former. Single 6 B.A. mounting.

"H" type coils are recommended for many popular circuits including the "Practical Wireless" AC/DC 3-valve Superhet and are widely used for servicing and conversion purposes.

RETAIL PRICE.................3/9 EACH

ILLUSTRATED FOLDER...............3d.

A.M./F.M. RECEIVER BOOKLET ............ 2/6.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

CRESCENT STREET, WEYMOUTH, DORSET

RANGES:

Band 1—800-2,000 mtrs.
Band 2—250-800 mtrs.
Band 3—190-550 mtrs.
Band 4—90-250 mtrs.
Band 5—33-100 mtrs.
Band 6—16-50 mtrs.
Band 7—12-37 mtrs.

Coils are coded according to type and range:

HA 1 = Band 1 aerial
HO 3 = Band 3 oscillator
SUMMER SALE
STOCK OFFERED AT SENSATIONAL REDUCTION THIS MONTH

Superhet 5V, AC DC class. Medium and high power. Used. Condition: standard, all parts. Calf price: £2.50, worth more. £7.60, carriage 6d.

Superhet 7 valve 5 wave band class. Used. Condition: standard, all parts. Calf price: £2.50, worth more. £7.60, carriage 6d.

Rectifier Unit. Ex Electric Silicon Co. for working d.c. instruments, motors, etc. Used. Condition: standard, all parts. Calf price: £2.50, worth more. £7.60, carriage 6d.

Fluorescent Transformer. 200 volts, primary, 200V, Output 200V. Output 200V, 100 per 35, carriage 7G.

Rectifier Unit, as item above. £2.50, carriage 6d.

Rectifier Unit, as item above. £10 each, carriage 7G.

Filament Transformer. 200 volts, primary, 200V, Output 200V, 100 per 35, carriage 7G.

Fluorescent Transformer. 200 volts, primary, 200V, Output 200V, 100 per 35, carriage 7G.

Transistor, new, tested. £6 each.

Metal rectifier. 200-250, 400 mA. Ideal for mains set or instrument to replace that expensive valve.

Superhet Coils, Low and medium. Aerial and oscillator circuits included. Per set £3.

.0055 twin gang tuning component. 49, post 9d.

Midget coils. Ideal for larger set, etc. with dust cores. £4 per doz.

Midget I.F. Coils, dist reduced. £11 each, 405 Kc/s, 40 pair per.

Standard size I.F. Coil, dist constant. £4.50, 40 pair per.

Moving coil meters. 21m. Iron core. Scaled 0-600, 7.8 each.

Mullard 510, Output transformer. 27G, plus 2.6 post and packing.

Mullard 510, Mains transformer. 27G, plus 2.6 post and packing.

D.C. Rotary Converter. Suitable for all experiments. £5.64.

Hi-F. 15 Tuning Unit. New, unused and complete with valves. £8, post 2G.

Hand magneto generator, as used on telephones. £6.

Powerful Blower with motor, 24V, D.C. but can be operated on mains with rectifier: 15, post and packing 2G.

As item above but with larger motor for 220V, 250 watts, post and packing 2G.

400 watt Step Down Transformer tapped output, 110-15V, 37.6, carriage 6d.

500 watt Isolation Transformer. Main, mains out. Make servicing easier. £8.50, carriage 7G.

Coil pack for Superhet, 465 Kc/s IF, Medium and short waves. £6.

Fluorescent Tube 80 watt. Standard in all respects. Calf only, £6 each.

Fluorescent Tube 40 watt. See item above. £2.80 each.

Fluorescent Tubes 20 watt. Standard in all respects. Calf only, £6 each.

Cathode Ray Tube, VCR 90, Instrument type 76.8 each, carriage 7G.

Cathode Ray Tube, VCR 517, 6.8 each, carriage 7G.

Where the value of your order for small articles exceeds £2, there are no post charges. Under £2 and sufficient to cover, and where carriage or postage specifically mentioned add this in any case.

1 ml. 250V, small tubular metal cased type, made by Dubleté. £6 per doz.

Welding Transformer, 12V, 50 amp. Continuous rating, intermittent rating for spot welding 500 amps. Price £45, carriage and packing 5G.

Mains Lead. Metal screened to stop interference. £5 per yard.

10 core flexible cable, 220V, cores. Price £1.60 per yard.

7 core flexible cable, 220V, cores. Price £1.90 per yard.

5 core flexible cable, 220V, cores. Price £1.00 per yard.

Superhet chassis. Long and medium. Complete with valves. Unused but must be serviced. 25, post and insurance 16.

Mains Transformer 20-4-250, 60/40 ma. Standard mains input, Half wave rectified. 12, post and insurance 26.

D.C. Rotary Converter. Suitable for all experiments. £5.64.

Many more bargains at our branch here. Please telephone before calling to pick up something special in case stocks have been cleared.

Electronic Precision Equipment, LTD.
Postal orders to E.P.E., LTD., Dept 7, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.

286. London Road, 42-56 Windmill Hill, 376-7 Ruthin Road. 152-3. Fleet Street, 114-6 Ely Street, Finchley Park, N.1. 28 Street Green Rd., 240 Killburn High
Croydon. Phone: 260. Ruthin. Phone: 27. Finchley. Phone: 1450. Croydon. Phone: Agebrook 1089. Last day, Tuesday. 424 Killburn High
V.H.F./F.M. HOME, LIGHT AND THIRD PROGRAMMES INSTANTLY SELECTED AT THE TURN OF A SWITCH

Full constructional details, point-to-point wiring diagrams and alignment instructions for building the "MAXI-Q" PRE-SET F.M. TUNER and also the VARIABLE TUNED version are given in Technical Bulletin BT 1/6. The "MAXI-Q" of each unit is complete, fully assembled, and ready to be fitted into the cabinet. The "MAXI-Q" PRE-SET F.M. TUNER, is available completely wired, assembled, and housed in a sturdy molded plastic case. The "MAXI-Q" VARIABLE F.M. TUNER is completely assembled, with the following components:

- 3-BAND SUPER
- CONDENSER TRIMMERS
- 3-BAND TUNER
- VARIABLE F.M. TUNER
- TUNER TRIMMERS
- BAND SELECTOR SWITCH
- POWER REQUIREMENTS

CASE DIMENSIONS: 6 1/8" x 3 1/8" x 5 1/4".

STOP PRESS: "MAXI-Q" 60 kc TAPE DECK OSCILLATOR COILS, TDO.1 - for high impedance transformer, polyethylene, copper, silver mica condensers. Can size: 1 1/2" dia. x 2 1/2" high, 12.6. I.F. TRANSFORMER, IF1.11:10.7 Mc/s. Miniature I.F. Transformer of nominal frequency 10.7 Mc/s. The "Q" of each winding is 60, and the coupling coupling. Case size: 1 1/2" dia. x 1 1/4" high, 6.6.

COILS TYPE: IF1.11 and 12. Special design used for use in this unit, are wound on polyethylene forms complete with iron dust core, 3.11 each.

THE "MAXI-Q" PRE-SET F.M. TUNER, is available completely wired, assembled, and housed in a sturdy molded plastic case. The "MAXI-Q" VARIABLE F.M. TUNER is available completely assembled, with the following components:

- 3-BAND SUPER
- CONDENSER TRIMMERS
- 3-BAND TUNER
- VARIABLE F.M. TUNER
- TUNER TRIMMERS
- BAND SELECTOR SWITCH
- POWER REQUIREMENTS

CASE DIMENSIONS: 6 1/8" x 3 1/8" x 5 1/4".

STOP PRESS: "MAXI-Q" 60 kc TAPE DECK OSCILLATOR COILS, TDO.1 - for high impedance transformer, polyethylene, copper, silver mica condensers. Can size: 1 1/2" dia. x 2 1/2" high, 12.6. I.F. TRANSFORMER, IF1.11:10.7 Mc/s. Miniature I.F. Transformer of nominal frequency 10.7 Mc/s. The "Q" of each winding is 60, and the coupling coupling. Case size: 1 1/2" dia. x 1 1/4" high, 6.6.

COILS TYPE: IF1.11 and 12. Special design used for use in this unit, are wound on polyethylene forms complete with iron dust core, 3.11 each.

THE "MAXI-Q" PRE-SET F.M. TUNER, is available completely wired, assembled, and housed in a sturdy molded plastic case. The "MAXI-Q" VARIABLE F.M. TUNER is available completely assembled, with the following components:

- 3-BAND SUPER
- CONDENSER TRIMMERS
- 3-BAND TUNER
- VARIABLE F.M. TUNER
- TUNER TRIMMERS
- BAND SELECTOR SWITCH
- POWER REQUIREMENTS

CASE DIMENSIONS: 6 1/8" x 3 1/8" x 5 1/4".
PORTABLE V.H.F. AND CAR RADIO SETS

The D.G. of the BBC, in an address to the Radio Industry in a speech to the R.I.C. of Scotland, said that the Radio Industry had been tardy in developing portable V.H.F. sets and car radio V.H.F. sets. He stated that he had seen excellent German portable V.H.F. sets five years ago, and by this time there should be many on the market in Britain. He said that the BBC had been ready to build V.H.F. transmitters immediately after the war, but had been prevented from doing so by financial policy of successful governments. What would have been the purpose of the industry producing V.H.F. sets before the BBC transmitters were ready? There are only comparatively few areas in this country where V.H.F. would have brought any benefit, and it was not to be expected that people would scrap existing receivers giving reasonably good quality reproduction and purchase V.H.F. receivers. Sir Ian here, however, was putting the cart before the horse. The industry is in business to make money. Its own market research, however, showed that there was little likelihood at the time of the public responding to a campaign to sell V.H.F.

THE RADIO SHOW

Next month’s issue, on sale August 7th, will contain a preview of this year’s show at Earls Court, which takes place from August 24th to September 7th. A cordial welcome is issued to all readers to visit us on our Stand No. 117.

THE NEW BBC CHAIRMAN

The Headmaster of Rugby is to be the new chairman of the BBC governors and we hope he will be permitted to exercise greater authority than some of his predecessors have been enabled to do. In Reith’s time the job was a sinecure, merely to comply with the terms of the Charter. Reith seemed to make the decisions. His notes to the staff commenced: "The Director-General has decided..." It seems to us that the Director-General should be there to carry out the decisions of the Governors.

WELSH RADIO STATION

A POST Office radio station is now being used to link the two BBC Welsh transmitters, in order to skip the Welsh mountains. Signals from the Wenvoe transmitter near Cardiff are received at the P.O. microwave station at Mynydd Penrareg, near Lampeter, and are relayed to the new BBC West Wales Television transmitter at Blaen Plwy, near Aberystwyth. During the early stages of testing a "ghost" was seen on the picture transmissions, apparently caused by a cliff face on the 2,900 feet Brecon Beacons, situated some 6½ miles laterally from the direct path from Wenvoe. The unwanted image was eliminated by installing an aerial arranged so that it would not pick up reflections from the Brecon Beacons. F.J.C.

Our next issue, dated September, will be published on August 7th.
Round the World of Wireless

By "QUESTOR"

THE following statement shows the approximate number of Broadcast Receiving Licences in force at the end of April, 1957, in response of receiving stations situated within the various Postal Regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The numbers include licences issued to blind persons without payment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Postal</td>
<td>1,724,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Counties</td>
<td>1,171,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midland</td>
<td>895,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Eastern</td>
<td>1,144,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Western</td>
<td>91,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Western</td>
<td>737,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales and Border Counties</td>
<td>464,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total England and Wales</td>
<td>6,479,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>836,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>191,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>7,509,008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Anglo-American Company

THE formation of a new company to manufacture transistors and other semi-conductors in England was announced recently in London. To be known as Semiconductors, Ltd., the new company has been formed by The Plessey Co., Ltd., and Philco Corporation of U.S.A.

This joint enterprise, which is likely to have a considerable bearing on the development of the transistor industry in this country, was undertaken following a comprehensive survey of the electronic industry in the United States.

This new Anglo-American company will have an initial paid-up capital of £500,000, of which 51 per cent. will be held by The Plessey Co., Ltd., and the remaining 49 per cent. by Philco Corporation.


Pye for U.K. Atomic Energy Authority

PYE, LTD., are designing and supplying all the equipment for a laboratory for the Atomic Energy Authority at Dounreay, in which irradiated fuel elements from the Dounreay fast breeder reactor are to be examined.

The equipment to be supplied includes manipulators, universal cutting machines, lathes, furnaces, X-ray and density measurement, inspection and material testing machines, optical and TV viewing facilities, and all the associated handling and shielding equipment: in fact, the complete laboratory, except for the concrete structure, is being supplied by Pye, Ltd.

Owing to the highly radioactive nature of the elements, which can only be handled by remote control, the laboratory is a cave of U-shaped form—a concrete cave with an area of 1,100 square feet. To form a biological shield, the walls of the cave are 4ft. 6in. thick, partly lined with steel.

For observation of the processes inside the cave there are windows at intervals in the dense concrete walls. These windows are composed of glass-walled tanks containing a saturated zinc-bromide solution, thus providing a shield from radioactivity equal to that of the walls, and at the same time permitting observation of all the processes. At each window, facilities are provided for Pye Master Slave Manipulators for remote handling of the elements. Pye manufacture these manipulators by agreement with AMF Atomics, a division of the American Machine and Foundry Co.

Marconi Radio for B.O.A.C. Britannias

B.O.A.C. has ordered Marconi radio equipment for its fleet of Series 312 long-range Bristol Britannias, some of which are expected to be in passenger service in a few months' time. Each aircraft will have a dual Marconi transmitter/receiver installation for multi-channel H.F. communication, a high discrimination receiver, and a dual radio compass.

The communication equipment, Type AD.307, is a multi-channel high-power radio transmitter/receiver, particularly suitable for pilot-operated radiotelephony. It is simple to operate: any one of 200 crystal-controlled channels can be selected, frequency changing being entirely automatic by self-tuning circuits. The equipment, which is built in unit form to fit the standard aircraft racking, conforms to S.B.A.C. standards and meets all British Civil Airworthiness requirements. It is remotely controlled from two positions.

The receiver, Type AD.118, is intended for direct control only and is provided with a high discrimination scale. Particular attention has been devoted to obtaining a high degree of electrical and mechanical stability so that full use can be made of the high discrimination without constant scale checking.

Solartron to Manufacture Gunnerly Trainer

AS a result of arrangements finalised by Mr. John E. Bolton, chairman and managing director of The Solartron Electronic Group, Ltd., Thames Ditton, Surrey, during his recent visit to the United States, Solartron will manufacture under licence in Britain the Rheem F.151 Gunnerly Trainer.

The agreement is with the Electronics Division of the large Rheem manufacturing company of New York, whose many factories are spread out over the United States and several continents. This Division specialises in electro-mechanical equipment.

The gunnery trainer gives a full three-dimensional target representation in colour and is in many respects comparable to the Solartron Radar Simulator. The latter enables full-scale tactical radar naval, land or air exercises to be carried out without involving the heavy expenses of full-scale tactical exercises. The gunnery trainer, like the radar simulator, may be attached to a flight simulator.

The Late John V. Palmer

THE news of Mr. J. V. Palmer's recent death was received with sincere regret by his many friends at Mullard, Ltd.

John Palmer, who was 69, was for many years Manager of the Valve Division of Mullard Overseas Ltd., and contributed materially to its leading position in the export field to-day.

Joining the company in June, 1925, Mr. Palmer was appointed valve export Manager in 1926.
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ON their stand of over 2,000 square feet, Pye showed a wide range of exhibits, including television transmission equipment for studio and industry, and fixed and mobile V.H.F. communications equipment.

Creation of an International Association of Cybernetics

THE First International Congress of Cybernetics, which was held at Namur from June 26th to 29th, 1956, met with a great success as much because of the number of participants as because of the quality of the work presented.

At the close of the Congress, it was decided to create an International Association of Cybernetics. The latter was constituted at Namur on January 6th, 1957. It counts at present over 1,000 members (of which 300 industrial firms), representing 26 different countries.

The aim of the Association is to ensure a permanent and organised liaison between researchers whose work in various countries is related to different sectors connected with Cybernetics.

It endeavours to promote the development of this science and of its technical applications, as well as the propagation of the results obtained in this field.

It utilises all adequate means for the achievement of these objects.

All enquiries should be sent to the Permanent Secretariate of the Association: 13, rue Basse-Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

Pye Multi-Channel Equipment for Venezuela

A CONTRACT for the supply of a six-channel radio-communication system has been awarded to Pye Telecommunications, Limited by the Socony Mobil Oil Company de Venezuela. The system will be installed between the company’s administrative offices in Anaco and the oil field at Guico, a distance of approximately 25 miles.

The equipment will provide the company with a trunk connection between private automatic telephone exchanges at each terminal by means of a V.H.F. multiple radio link. This link provides six telephone circuits, plus an engineer’s circuit simultaneously over a single pair of radio frequencies, and consists of Pye V.H.F. 50-watt F.M. transmitters and F.M. receivers at each exchange.

The new link will be connected into the public exchange at Anaco.

survey of the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers’ Association—radio sets by 21 per cent., television receivers by 20 per cent, and radiograms by 42 per cent.

Retailers’ sales of television receivers during April were 66,000, an increase of 6 per cent. on April, 1956, but a decrease on the previous month of 16 per cent. Sales of radiograms were 14,000, the same as in April, 1956, but a decrease of 30 per cent. on March this year. Radio receiver sales, at 78,000, showed an increase on April, 1956, of 20 per cent., but a decrease on the previous month of 6 per cent.

The proportion of hire purchase and credit sales, 53 per cent., for both radiograms and television receivers in March, fell to 50 per cent., and 52 per cent., respectively, in April. For radio receiver the percentage rose from 33 per cent. to 35 per cent.

BBC V.H.F. Station at Rowridge

THE BBC’s new V.H.F. sound broadcasting station which has been built on the same site as the television station, at Rowridge, Isle of Wight, transmits the West of England Home Service on 92.9 Mc/s, the Light Programme on 88.5 Mc/s, and the Third Programme on 90.7 Mc/s, each with an effective radiated power of 60 kW. The transmissions are horizontally polarised as at other V.H.F. sound broadcasting stations, which means that receiving aerials must be fixed horizontally.

The area served by this station has a population of nearly three million. It includes the counties of Hampshire and Dorset, most of Wiltshire, and substantial parts of Somerset, Berkshire, Surrey and Sussex.

Pye at the Poznan Fair, 1957

FOLLOWING their success at the Leipzig Spring Fair, in March, Pye, Limited, launched another export drive in Eastern Europe when they exhibited at the Poznan Fair in Poland in June.

Testing the “Tellurometer”—a micro-wave measuring instrument. It is claimed that this has an accuracy of 2 in, to 6 in, over distances ranging from 10 to 30 miles.
This receiver was built primarily for use on wavelengths of 10-180 m and is a fairly conventional T.R.F. type (Fig. 1); 6D6 (R.F.); 6SJ7 (Det.); 75 or 6SQ7 (L.F.); 42 or 6F6 (O.P.).

Denico cored coils plugging into Noval holders are used. They have proved most satisfactory in the prototype. Regeneration is controlled by varying the screen grid voltage of the detector valve and is smooth and silent.

**Construction**

The receiver is built on an aluminium chassis 10in. x 8in. x 21/4in. (The power pack is separate.) All construction must be absolutely firm or frequency stability may be poor.

Chassis drilling dimensions are given in Fig. 3, but the mounting of the gang capacitor is not shown since this depends on the type used by the constructor. The keyways of octal holders or the heater pins of UX6-type sockets face the rear runner of the chassis, with the exception of the keyway of the output valve which points towards the front right-hand corner of the chassis. The locators on the Noval holders face the gang capacitor.

---

**LIST OF COMPONENTS**

- **C1, C6—300 pF gang with ceramic insulation.**
- **C2, C7—30 pF ceramic trimmers.**
- **C3—0.1 μF paper 200 v.**
- **C4, C5, C11—300 v. 0.1 μF paper.**
- **C8, C9—100 pF mica or ceramic.**
- **C10—500 pF mica.**
- **C12, C13, C16—8 μF 300 v. electrolytic.**
- **C14—0.05 μF 500 v. paper.**
- **C15—25 μF 12 v. electrolytic.**
- **C17—0.01 μF 500 v. paper.**
- **C18—25 μF 25 v. electrolytic.**
- **C19, C20—0.01 μF 500 v. paper.**
- **C21, C22—8μF 450 v. electrolytic.**

- **R1—600 Ω.**
- **R2—20 K Ω wirewound pot.**
- **R3, R8, R15—100 K Ω.**
- **R4, R12—1 K Ω.**
- **R5—2.2 meg. Ω.**
- **R6, R7—10 K Ω.**
- **R9—5 K Ω.**
- **R10—50 K Ω carbon pot. (Dubilier).**
- **R11—75 K Ω.**
- **R13—0.5 meg. Ω.**
- **R14—2,200 Ω.**

**R16—20 KΩ.**

**R17—0.22 meg. Ω.**

**R18—470 Ω ± 10%, 1 watt.**

(Resistors ± 20%, 1 watt, unless otherwise stated.)

**Valves**

- **6D6, 6SJ7, 75, 42, and holders.**
- **MR1, MR2, 250 v. 60 mA metal rectifiers (2 DRM1 B's).**
- **MT1 250-0-250 60 mA 6.3 v. 2.5 A. Tapped primary.**
- **Two UX6 valve screens and bases.**
- **2—Noval holders.**
- **M.E. speaker 600-1,000 Ω field 3 Ω; with transformer to match 7,000 Ω to 3 Ω (85:1).**
- **Aerial-earth terminals, L.S. and 'phone sockets (preferably non-interchangeable), plugs and sockets for power pack.**
- **SW1, 250 v. 1 A toggle or "push-push", SW2, SW3.**
- **1—70 mA fuse, 1—.25 A, fuse+holder.**
- **2—Dial bulbs; 6.5 v. 0.3 A.**
- **4in. dia. drive drum, cord and pulley to give 15:1 ratio.**
- **10in. x 8in. x 2in. chassis.**
- **Nuts, bolts, wire, etc.**
Wiring

Wiring of the heaters should be carried out first. Use twin flex and keep it close to the chassis. After this, any order of wiring may be used, but some methodical system is preferable. Note that the grid capacitor of the L.F. valve is clipped to the rear runner of the chassis. All screened wiring shown on the circuit diagram was carried out in coaxial cable which has low capacity losses. A 2in. long x 3in. high aluminium screen is mounted between the coil holders and a similar screen will be required for the trimmers if they are not within the screening of the gang capacitor itself. The medium-wave green coil has a 4 KΩ resistor across pins 3 and 4. Care is essential when soldering this.

Power Pack

The construction of the power pack is straightforward and needs little comment. Do not omit the H.T. switch and use it when changing coils. When the receiver and power pack have been completed and the wiring checked, plug in the medium-wave coils and attach 8ft. or so of wire to the aerial terminal.

---

Fig. 1. Theoretical circuit of the Mains T.R.F. Short Waver.

Fig. 2. The power pack.
Adjustment

Adjust the trimmers to minimum capacity with a non-metal tool, and screw the coil cores fully out. Tune a signal to zero-beat at the high-wavelength end of the scale and adjust the core of the blue coil to give maximum signal (it is best to turn the regeneration control back a little). If there is not a noticeable “peaking” of the signal, screw in the core of the green coil a few turns and repeat. Then turn to the low wavelength end of the band and tune another signal to zero-beat. If the cone of the blue coil must be screwed in, increase the capacity of the R.F. trimmer; if it must be screwed out, increase the capacity of the det. trimmer. Repeat the whole process until the core of the blue coil needs no adjustment (or very little) at any part of the band. The stray capacities of the det. and R.F. circuits are now balanced and on other bands it is necessary only to adjust the coil cores.

Considerable benefit may be derived from tuned aerial systems such as dipoles on the short waves. Even a simple link coupling tuner on the writer's long wire aerial gives an appreciable reduction in ignition noise on 20 metres.

Machine for Printed Circuits

A NEW semi-automatic screen printing machine was the highlight of the demonstration of radio and electronic circuits printed by the screen printing method arranged by Gordon & Gotch Ltd. at Trapinex Works on May 23rd.

The machine is the SPS Model 90-A which has been specially designed by the manufacturers for the production of printed circuits.

The machine has been specially designed to incorporate an extremely powerful suction over a relatively small area.

The printing base on the machine has a total of 10,000 special apertures. These are connected to an extremely efficient suction system from the vacuum turbine. This is capable of completely flattening material which is in a bowed condition.

This machine for producing printed circuits is equipped with an accurate precision micrometer with an adjustment of 1/12 in. in every direction. The height adjustment is up to 3 in. The electrical foot switch on the machine is entirely movable and can be placed in any desired position to suit the operator. This means that one person can operate the machine no matter what the job.

SPS screen printing machinery and equipment is manufactured by the Siebdruckerei von Holzschuh KG, of West Germany. Sole agents in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland for the SPS range are Gordon & Gotch Ltd., 39-40, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

An operator printing a circuit on a laminated insulated sheet by means of a screen-printing process.
Stereophonic sound is well known to all of us today in connection with the more recent developments in the cinema. I have heard it said, however, that it is difficult to tell any difference between it and ordinary sound. There is, of course, a vast difference. Unfortunately some cinemas are not as good as others, no doubt due to the acoustics of the building and it is also a fact that the more natural a thing becomes the more we tend to take it as something ordinary. My aim, however, is not to discuss stereophonic sound in the cinema, but to show the average recording enthusiast that this can be comparatively easily applied to tape resulting in a recording that we might call "living."

Briefly, let us examine the function of the human ears. Let us assume we are listening to a piano, a violin and drums equally spaced in front of us. Our left ears will hear the piano, our right ears will hear the drums, but the violin will be heard equally by both ears at the same time. Even if we could not see these instruments we could tell where they were by the direction of their sounds. Now if we replace our ears by two microphones set at angles equal to our ears and couple them to recorders, we can make recordings of what the left ear heard and what the right ear heard. If these are played back simultane-
ust be perfectly synchronised, which is not a practical proposition under such conditions, so the obvious way is to put both recordings side by side on the same tape. This appears to be reasonably simple—a recorder comprising one tape deck and two amplifiers. This basically is all it does mean, but unfortunately there are several things that do not work at quite as simply as they should. Although I intend describing my own recorder I feel that the majority of readers may have their own

Another. Unfortunately this caused interaction between the two amplifiers, but was overcome by decoupling in the smoothing arrangement as shown in the circuit diagram. The two oscillators were tuned to the same frequency but at times there was a certain amount of drift and, finally, I settled on one oscillator only. This did not cause too much interaction during recording as might have been expected. The two erase heads were replaced by one covering the full width of the tape. Balancing was effected by

\[
\text{Fig. 2.—The power pack and oscillator.}
\]

Note.—To avoid height valve 5V4 can be replaced by 2 valves 5V3 connected in parallel.

leas as to the amplifier circuits and certain modifications in switching thus expanding the uses for the recorder to their own requirements. Bearing this in mind I would first like to discuss some of the problems experienced in the development of my own machine and how I was able to solve them.

My first attempt was not exactly spectacular. I bought two well-known amplifiers and a tape deck and fitted them into a large cabinet with two speakers forming a lid, removed the head assembly from the tape deck and fitted two record playback heads and two erase heads. This arrangement gave me my first tereophonic recordings but was far from satisfactory. It was too large and heavy for one person to carry. The mains hum was bad. Although the two recording amplifiers were independent there was interaction between them, resulting in a low-pitched whistle on the tape. Finally, there was no method of balancing the two amplifiers to give equal output on playback.

Size, perhaps, was the easiest difficulty to combat. As each other difficulty was overcome the size automatically became reduced. One power pack to supply both amplifiers cured most of the hum and it was eventually brought to a minimum by building both amplifiers on one chassis and the power pack on the addition of an audio oscillator which could be fed to the input of both amplifiers and the resulting signals measured at the output of each by means of a meter. By use of a peak signal indicator in the first amplifier the volume could be set for recording in the usual manner employed in a single-channel recorder and, by the method just explained, the second amplifier could be set to record at equal volume.

Finally I decided once more to completely rebuild the recorder and build it up in the form it is today. The amplifiers were rebuilt on one small chassis and fitted on its side along the front of the tape deck. All the controls are fitted to a panel level with the tape deck itself and have been kept to a minimum. Separate volume, treble and bass controls are provided for each amplifier but all other switching is synchronised into a 10-button selector unit. Pressing the “play tape” button, for example, connects both amplifiers for playback, starts the motors running and completes the circuits for the speakers. All valves were replaced by modern miniature types.

As regards the circuits themselves very little need really be said as can be seen from the diagram. Switching could be reasonably simplified by con-

Switch functions in the circuit, Fig. 1.

Switches are normally open and in some cases contacts earthed. They are closed for the following purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Playback of tape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Balancing for playback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Playback of tape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Balancing for recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Microphone for recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>Gram or radio for recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>Amplifying gram or radio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>Playback of tape amplifying gram or radio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>Switch located on rear of recorder for use of internal speaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>Balancing for recording and playback.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
trolling each item separately but this, however, would complicate operation. The press button is therefore the answer. At this point, may I say that as such a press-button unit is not on the market, two surplus units were purchased and adapted for this use. The "off" button is entirely mechanical as it only trips the "hold bar" and releases any other button which has previously been pressed down. The stop button is separate from the rest as it only applies D.C. to the motors bringing the tape to a standstill before the "off" button is pressed. Much trouble was caused through feedback in this unit but it was finally overcome by careful positioning of contacts and earthing of circuits which were not being used. Buttons are clearly marked with transfers and are mounted in a perspex panel which shows a diffused light when the main switch is on. They are marked as follows:

OFF --- BALANCE PLAY --- BALANCE RECORD --- PLAY GRAM --- PLAY TAPE --- RECORD MIC. --- RECORD GRAM. --- FAST FORWARD --- FAST REVERSE --- STOP.

Amplification in the first stage of each amplifier differed considerably due to tolerances in component values, and as these are only used for play back, it became necessary to have two balancing positions. For "Balance record," therefore, the balancing signal is fed to the grids of parts "B" of the 2AX7 valve and for "Balance play," to the grids of parts "A." As an extra stage of amplification is employed in the latter position, a reduced balancing signal is tapped off from a preset potentiometer.

The power pack chassis is fitted underneath the tape deck and includes the oscillator circuit for recording and the audio oscillator for balancing. All connections between tape deck, amplifiers and power pack are by means of octal plugs and sockets. It will be noticed that two rectifiers have been used in parallel, but this is simply to save height. Resistance smoothing has been used for the amplifiers and choke for the oscillator.

Remaining Controls

The few remaining controls not already mentioned are on the back of the power pack chassis which are readily accessible from the back of the recorder. These consist of an on off switch for the internal speakers and a safety switch cutting the H.T. from the oscillator to avoid accidental erasure. A neon is employed to give indication when this safety switch is closed. Mains input socket, microphone sockets and various other inputs are also placed at the rear of the recorder. There is also a switch on the tape deck for "normal" or "stereophonic" reproduction. A dual meter has been fitted for signal level indication on both amplifiers during recording. As previously described, one is only used for setting the volume controls, but during actual recording it is useful to be able to see what is going on on both channels at the same time. The tape deck has been completely rebuilt. Whilst two record-playback heads are quite satisfactory for making recordings and playing them back on the same machine, it must be remembered that the pre-recorded tapes on the market are recorded with the two tracks in line, one immediately above the other, and, therefore, a special head must be used for playing them. This type of head is rather expensive and could be added at a later date. Having two heads it will follow that one track will be at least the diameter of the head behind the other. Personally, I found the purchase of a "stacked" head was money well spent.

---

**Fig. 3. - Press-button unit with buttons in "off" positions. View from top of amplifier chassis.**

| A9 | H.T. audio oscillator. |
| A12 | Potentiometer audio oscillator. |
| B9 | H.T. audio oscillator. |
| H11 | Contact G2. |
| G14 | Switcher amplifier "B" |
| H14 | Earth. |
| J14 | H.T. peak signal indicator valves. |
| K14 | Neon. |
| L12 | D.C. braking supply. |
| L14 | H.T. record oscillator. |

---

| M8 | Capstan motor resistance. |
| M10 | Take up motor resistance. |
| M14 | H.T. supply for record oscillator. |
| P9 | Take up motor resistance. |
| S9 | Rewind motor. |
| S12 | Take up motor. |
| T8 | Mains. |
| T9 | Common motor supply. |
| T10 | Earth. |
| T11 | Mains. |
as the pre-recorded tapes are exceptionally good and the first one I bought was a great help to me in my experiments. The complete recorder now measures 17\text{in.} \times 15\text{in.} \times 7\text{in.}

Two speakers built in separate cabinets fitting together for portability complete the equipment and for the sake of convenience, so that recordings can easily be played back for checking purposes, two small speakers are included one at either end of the recorder itself. It must be emphasised, however, that these internal speakers, although reproducing a slight stereophonic effect will not replace the use of the two conveniently spaced external speakers for normal playback. It will be seen that my aim has been for a versatile portable recorder even to the extent of the external speaker cabinets which, when assembled together, measure only 12\text{in.} \times 8\text{in.} \times 14\text{in}. They separate at an angle and contain 6\text{in.} speakers. The quality of reproduction is surprisingly good, but many readers will agree that a recorder of this type is worthy of even better speakers.

Microphones

Finally, a word about microphones. I found the ribbon type was the most satisfactory. The first obvious thought, no doubt, is to place them well apart, but in actual fact best results are obtained by placing them side by side or one above the other, set at an angle of 60 to 90 degrees. These microphones are not unidirectional, however, but this may be overcome by placing a felt baffle on the back of each.

Basically, I consider the recorder to be finished, but who can say I might not think of an odd modification here and there? It has been built to suit my own requirements but, no doubt, some readers will consider certain modifications to be advantageous.

In conclusion I would say to the amateur recording enthusiast that if your recording stretches further than the wireless and the gramophone then stereophonic recording will open up a new field of reality for you. I hope I have proved that perhaps the building of such a recorder is not as difficult as at first it might appear.

---

**Diagram: Press-button unit with buttons in "off" positions. View from bottom of amplifier chassis.**
Making an OUTPUT INDICATOR

A USEFUL ACCESSORY FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

By J. Brown

ONE of the main essentials for a radio set to make it work 100 per cent, is alignment. Many times the condensers across I.F. transformer windings alter in value as do the modern iron cored slugs. I.F.'s, valve and component changes also affect this most important thing in radio. The instrument to be described was termed an output indicator for one reason—it indicates any change in the settings of the cores or capacitors of the I.F. transformer when being adjusted, and does not measure any particular voltage change. If it did it could rightly be called an "output meter." If accuracy is required, we can make R1-4 wirewound variable resistors, and the meter can be set using known A.C. voltages as standards, or even calibrating it against a multi-range meter. This little instrument will prove an asset to any "shack" or workshop. We will not, however, go into the signal source as this has been covered by many articles in the past. There are also many fine signal generators on the market already built and calibrated for £6 and even less. Multi-range meters can be used for alignment, but have one disadvantage, e.g., the minimum range of most is 5 volts A.C., except in the case of the more expensive types which are "more professional." The aforementioned types when used for alignment on the 5 volts range are inadequate, as the signal source and the audio side of the set under repair have to be turned up to nearly maximum so as to get a reading on the meter. This means that we have the A.V.C. circuit coming into action, and it is this which we are trying to avoid. In the case of the indicator, the lowest range is approximately 1 volt A.C., hence these gain controls are in a much lower position. We have four ranges to select from, and the

Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit of the indicator.

Fig. 2.—Layout and wiring.

COMPONENTS

1—1 amp. R.F. meter (reference 10A/8481)
4—Crystal diodes (G.E.C. type).
1—4-way Yaxley switch.
1—S.P. switch.
1—1 μF paper condenser.
4—Resistors (carbon):
R1—Made up 1.5 KΩ plus 100 ohms in series.
R2—Made up 1-10 KΩ plus 1-90 K in parallel.
R3—Made up 15 KΩ plus 1.5 KΩ in series.
R4—Made up 50 KΩ plus 30 KΩ plus 2.5 KΩ in series.

Or four wirewound potentiometers:
Suitable case made from a beverage cube container.

2—Terminals
2—Crocodile clips.
2—Wire for leads.

2—2BA solder tags.
2—6BA solder tags.
2—6BA nuts and bolts.
The complete instrument could be built for approximately £30. or less.

The Circuit
This is a bridge type circuit using crystal diodes as the meter rectifiers. The meter used was a surplus $\frac{1}{2}$ amp. R.F. meter, with the thermocouple removed. This, then, gives a 2 mA. movement, and as we are not concerned with measurement the scale calibration does not matter. We have four ranges: 1. approximately 1 volt; 2. approximately 5 volts; 3. approximately 10 volts; 4. approximately 50 volts. These are selected by S1, a four-way single pole switch; S2 selects the input required. In position 1, the input is low impedance for speech coil, extension L.S. connections. In position 2, we have a high impedance input. This is via C1 which gives a path for the A.C. and isolates the D.C. and will pass 400 and 1,000 cycles which is the normal modulating frequency of the signal sources. In position 1 the indicator unit is connected to the speaker connections, either the speech coil or the extension L.S. sockets. In position

\[ \text{To Crystal diodes X1 and X4} \]

\[ \text{6BA bolt and solder tag} \]

\[ \text{Connection to C1 and S2} \]

\[ \text{6BA bolt and solder tag} \]

\[ \text{Connection to S1} \]

\[ \text{Diode} \]

\[ \text{X7} \]

\[ \text{Red ends of Diodes} \]

\[ \text{2BA tags} \]

\[ \text{Red ends of Diodes} \]

\[ \text{X3 Diode} \]

\[ \text{X4 Diode} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 3.—Details of the diode mount.} \]

Fig. 5.—The switch, wiring and the diode mount.

2 the connections are: one leads to chassis, the other connects to the anode of the output valve, the D.C. is isolated by the condenser C1.

Great care must be taken when soldering in the diodes, as the heat destroys them. A thermal shunt must be used, or leave the wire ends long and insulate the surplus with sleeving.

Operation
Connect for either high or low impedance whichever is required; set the signal source for the correct frequency; keep input as low as possible to give a reading, trim the cores or the trimmers of the I.F. transformers for maximum reading on the indicator. During the operation, however, as the meter reading increases the audio control of the set must be turned down, so that the A.V.C. does not come into action.

\[ \text{N} \]

\[ \text{Nut soldered to tin case thus} \]

\[ \text{Asterisks mark nuts soldered to case as above sketch} \]

\[ \text{1/2" dia holes for Range Switch} \]

\[ \text{3/8" dia hole for Range Switch} \]

\[ \text{1/8" dia hole for High-Low Switch} \]

\[ \text{1/4" dia. hole for grommet} \]

\[ \text{1/8” dia hole for High-Low Switch} \]

\[ \text{4-1/8” dia holes to suit meter. Cut with tank cutter} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 4.—Details of the panel.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 6.—Details of the method of mounting.} \]
ADDING AN EXTRA L.F.
STAGE TO THE RECEIVER
DESCRIBED IN OUR
ISSUE DATED
NOVEMBER, 1956
By V. M. Meadows

In the November and December, 1956, issues of this magazine, we published details of this A.C. operated short-wave receiver, which was designed specifically for the beginner in radio construction. Since that time, many requests have been received from readers who have built the receiver, asking that details be published on the addition of a further L.F. stage in order to increase the gain as a whole.

The addition of a further L.F. stage to the receiver will not only result in greatly increased audio gain but will also increase the apparent range of the equipment. Signals which were previously only just audible will now become much stronger, and those formerly inaudible will now resolve themselves into intelligible signals.

Before proceeding with the circuit description and other details, however, it is as well to note that the bias resistor of V2 (R8 in the circuit of page 611, November, 1956, issue) should be of 270Ω and not 270 KΩ as inadvertently stated in the component list. The substitution of this much lower value resistor will itself greatly increase the audio gain of the receiver, as it stands, before proceeding with the additional L.F. stage.

Circuit

This is shown in Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that a Brimar 6AT6 double diode triode has been utilised as the additional L.F. stage. The circuit is simple enough, and the extra components required have been kept to a minimum consistent with reasonable efficiency. It will be noted that both of the diode connections are left blank, no connection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modifications to existing circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 8 µF Electrolytic, 350 V, wkg., T.C.C. type CE17E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 220 KΩ 1/2 watt resistor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AT6 Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10 - 47 KΩ 1/2 watt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11 - 220 KΩ 1/2 watt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12 - 3 KΩ 1/2 watt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 87G valve holder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 - 25 µF, Electrolytic, 50 V, wkg., T.C.C. type CE16E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12 - 0.01 µF, Tubular, T.C.C. type 37N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13 - 0.1 µF, Tubular, T.C.C. type CP45N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve - Brimar 6AT6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three-quarter rear view of the converted chassis.
to these being required. The valve functions very effectively as an L.F. triode—moreover, it is easily obtainable both on the new and the surplus market. The resistors R10 and R11 form the anode load with C12 acting as the coupling component to the output stage 6BW6. Bias for the stage is supplied by the components R12 and C11. C13 is the anode de-coupling capacitor. In this circuit, using the component values specified, the stage gain is approximately 42, this drive to the 6BW6 resulting in more than sufficient audio for the average den or shack. Consequently, more than enough gain is at hand over and above normal requirements—this being ideal; a little gain in reserve for that weak station being often all that is necessary in order to establish station identification.

Before proceeding with the wiring instructions for this stage, however, a few modifications will be required to that circuit of the receiver published in the November, 1956, issue of this magazine. Having drilled the necessary hole for the additional valveholder, the position for this being obvious from the illustration shown herewith, mount the valveholder with pins 1 and 7 nearest the rear wall of the chassis.

An underside view of the chassis after the conversion.

From pin 2 of the output 6BW6, unsolder the connection to the potentiometer R7. In place of this solder one end of a 220 KΩ half-watt resistor, and one end of C12 (the black end). Solder the other end of the 220 KΩ resistor to that earthed tag of the 6BW6. Connect the other end of C12 to pin 7 of the 6AT6. Having done this, solder that end of the lead from the potentiometer—previously removed from the output stage, and solder this to pin 1 of the 6AT6.

From the anode circuit of the detector stage (EF41) remove the condenser C3—an 0.01 µF component. In its place insert an 8 µF electrolytic condenser, T.C.C. type CE17LE, one end of this being soldered to the earthed connection of the potentiometer and the positive end to the junction of R2 and R3.

It may be noted here that the removed C3 may be used again as the C12 of the added circuit.

These are all the modifications necessary before proceeding with the wiring up of the added stage.

Wiring the 6AT6

We have already dealt with pin 1 of this valve above; the next thing to be completed is the heater wiring. From pin 4 connect, by means of a short length of P.V.C. covered wire, to pin 1 of V1 (EF41). This wire should be the L.T.—connection. Next, connect pin 3 of the 6AT6 to the central metal spigot of the valveholder, and from there to that earthed tag associated with V3. This should be done with a short length of bare wire.

To pin 2 of the 6AT6 solder one end of R12 and the positive end of C11. Solder the other end of R12 to the earthed tag of V3, and the other end of C11 to the earthed tag of the tag strip mounted on the rear chassis wall. Pins 5 and 6 of the 6AT6 are left blank and no attachments at all should be made to them. To pin 7 (to which is already soldered one end of C12), solder one end of R11, the other end of which is connected to a free tag of the tag strip on the rear chassis wall. Next, from this same tag, solder one end of R10, the other end of which should now be soldered to that tag of the tag strip containing the H.T.+ connection. From the junction of these two resistors, solder one end of C13, the negative end being soldered to pin 3 of the 6AT6.

This completes the actual wiring instructions for the addition of the extra audio stage. It will be found that layout is not at all critical and components do not necessarily have to be located as shown in the illustrations. Those readers who have not fitted the tag strip on the rear chassis wall will find no difficulty in wiring the stage provided they follow the circuit, as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1.—The circuit of the extra stage.](image-url)
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A MIDGET 4-VALVE PORTABLE

A BATTERY-OPERATED SELF-CONTAINED MIDGET

By T. Walker

**Construction**

The chassis is made out of sheet brass, and although the prototype set is made up of pieces soldered together, it is possible to make the chassis in one piece.

After cutting, bending and drilling the chassis, an insulated tag is riveted on to form the positive contact for the I.T. cell.

The valve holders are soldered to the chassis after cutting off the bolt tags.

The tags on the switch are cut off short, and short pieces of wire are soldered on to the tags that will be used. This must be done before fitting the switch, as it will not be possible to do this later, due to I.F. T.I being mounted so near to this switch.

The loudspeaker is bolted to the chassis with a piece of brass gauze in between to form the grille, and the speaker tags face away from the switch.

The output transformer is bolted on, and also the tag strip soldered on to the chassis by V4 holder.

---

**Fig. 2.** Layout of the receiver and identification of components. The circuit is on page 382.
Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit of the Portable Four.

COMPONENT LIST

- R1 — 47 K.
- R2 — 10 K.
- R3 — 10 K.
- R4 — 2.2 M.
- R5 — 680 K.
- R6 — 47 K.
- R7 — 3.3 M.
- R8 — 3.3 M.
- R9 — 1 M.
- R10 — 1 M.
- R11 — 470 ohms.

All midget ½ watt components are not shown.

- C1 — 100 pF (Radio Spares).
- C2 — 100 pF (Radio Spares).
- C3 — 175 pF (Radio Spares).
- C4 — 0.1 µF (Hunts).
- C5 — 0.1 µF (Hunts).
- C6 — 0.1 µF (Hunts).
- C7 — 50 pF (Radio Spares).
- C8 — 50 pF (Radio Spares).
- C9 — 0.01 µF (Hunts).
- C10 — 0.01 µF (Hunts).
- C11 — 0.005 µF (Hunts).
- C12 — 0.01 µF (Hunts).
- C13 — 2 µF (Electrolytic TCC Picopack).
- C14 — 2 µF (Electrolytic TCC Picopack).
- C15 — 300 pF (Radio Spares).

H.T. Battery—the H.T. section removed from B114.

- L1 — Long wave frame aerial, two layers of 36 turns 38 S.W.G. enamelled wire.
- L2 — Medium wave frame aerial, one layer of 30 turns 32 S.W.G. silk wire.
- Loudspeaker—2½ in. M.C. P.M. Celestion.

TC1 — 100 pF trimmer.
TC2 — Weyrad P6 2.
TC3 — Weyrad Ho3.
T1 — Personal portable output transformer.

- S1 — 4 pole 3 way switch (ignore one pole).
- S2 — 4 pole 3 way switch (ignore one pole).

Valves—DK96, DF96, DAF96, DL96 (Mullard).

4 valveholders—B7G moulded bakelite.

L.T. is 1.5 v. Baby Cell. It is the next size above No. 8 cell.
Wiring

The wiring of the set is now carried out, except for the oscillator coil and trimmers, using 22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire, and 1 mm sleeving.

The connection from I.F.T.s to the grid of the DF96 is in very thin screened cable.

The oscillator coil as purchased is too long, so the brass mounting nut is removed from inside the coil and 3/16" cut off the coil former and the nut replaced. The coil wires soldered to the tags are removed, the tags cut short, and the wire resoldered. Make a note of the colours before doing this as most of the colour will be removed. The coil is then mounted and wired in circuit.

Before mounting the trimmers, the adjusting screws are fully tightened down and the surplus thread cut off. The tags are allowed as sketch, and are mounted by forcing the earth tag of each between the two I.F.T.s. The other tag is also cut and soldered direct to the switch contacts.

The DK96 valve is screened by bending a thin piece of tin round the valve and soldering the joint: it is insulated by self-adhesive plastic tape (as used by cyclists to put round the handlebars) to prevent the screen from touching the contacts of the I.F.T.s. The screen is then soldered to the valveholder and the valve fitted at the same time.

All earths are soldered direct to the chassis.

Batteries

The H.T. battery, which is soldered in, is the H.T. section removed from the Ever Ready H.T. and L.T. battery number B114. This, too, is taped up.

Death of a Radio Scientist

The recent announcement of the death of Mr. K. W. Tremellen at his home in London records the passing of a pioneer radio scientist whose researches were of immense benefit to this country and, indeed, to the world in general. Mr. Tremellen, who was 68 years of age, had retired from the service of Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. at the end of 1952.

In his early career he became closely associated with Marconi in many of his early experiments in wireless telephony both in this country and with the Italian Navy between 1912 and 1914.

In 1915, as a Captain in R.F. Signals Branch, Mr. Tremellen was in charge of the establishment and operation of a chain of D.F. stations in France. After the war, in association with Captain H. J. Reardon and Mr. T. L. Dickson, he engaged in the study of long wave propagation and made a world cruise lasting twelve months for the purpose of assessing the possibilities of engineering a projected chain of long wave stations to link the countries of the Empire by wireless.

The L.T. is one cell from Baby torch, number 1839, and although small will be found to have an amazingly long life.

The Case

The case is the next job and is made from very thin three-ply wood, obtainable from the model shops, and is held together by glue and the resin covering. Before covering the case the frame aerials will have to be wound.

The Frame Aerial

One layer of 30 turns of 32 s.w.g. silk-covered wire is used and the ends passed through holes in the wood by the DK96 valveholder. This forms the medium wave section. For long waves, two layers of 38 s.w.g. enamel wire are wound one on top of the other with a layer of Selotape in between and the wires also passed through holes in the case. One end of each frame aerial is earthed to chassis. The resin is not put on the case until the set has been completed as turns may need to be added or removed from the frame aerial.

Testing

Once the wiring of the set has been completed and checked the valves are inserted and the batteries connected, and on switching on some noise should be heard and the oscillator coil adjusted to receive the local Home Service and then adjust TC1. The I.F.T.s can then be aligned on the signal.

The Light programme is next set by adjusting TC3 and TC2. It must be pointed out that any adjustment on the oscillator coil for medium waves will make it necessary for the trimmer TC3 to need adjustment for long waves.

The values of C1, C3 and C4 may need altering to suit different sets and Home programmes. The case can finally be covered with resin or similar material.

Birmingham Jamboree

A MATEUR radio enthusiasts all over the world will be hearing unusual messages coming over the air during August this year.

That is the month when 37,000 scouts from 86 different countries, including Russia and Hungary, meet at Sutton Park, near Birmingham, for the World Scout Jamboree. The Jamboree celebrates both the Golden Jubilee of the movement, and also the birthday centenary of its founder, Baden-Powell.

The unusual messages that will be heard will come from a special amateur radio station which the Sidec Radio Society, of Erdington, Birmingham, are setting up at the Jamboree. During the Jamboree the radio station will transmit goodwill messages to owners of shortwave sets throughout the globe.

One of the men who will be operating the station is Mr. Arthur Goble, of 150, Trinity Road, Aston, Birmingham, who works for British Oxygen Gases Ltd. Says Mr. Goble: "We hope to man the station day and night and we want to contact as many people as possible over the air to tell them about the Jamboree."
The BBC Staff

In the May issue I criticised the tendency of the BBC to alter the standard pronunciation of words and place names. I said that the Director General should really put some period to those snobbish Chelsea types who wish to give Kensington drawing-room type of pronunciation to words and place names, and I went on to criticise the sartorial accoutrements of some of the staff. My remarks were, of course, written in a humorous vein. The Secretary of the Association of Broadcasting Staff in a letter says that his attention has been called to my remarks, which are resented by the members of his union. He tells me that the general impression amongst his "engineering members" is that this journal is waging some kind of a campaign of denigration which they resent. I am sorry that he takes this view, for not one member of the BBC staff has told me on the matter, and I should be glad to have from the Secretary the names and addresses of these objecting members. Does Mr. Littlewood really think that his union controls not only its members, but Press criticism? I have been associated with the BBC for rather more years than some of his members are old, and certainly for very many years longer than this comparatively small and new union. I have the highest respect for the BBC technicians. I was not referring to the technical side at all, but to the programme side—producers, announcers and to some extent those who broadcast. I seem to be far better informed about this matter than Mr. Littlewood. It may come as a surprise to him to know that many of the BBC technical personnel regularly contribute to this journal, and those who read my paragraph chuckled when they read it, but agreed with the general tenor of my comments. This journal is not waging a campaign of denigration against the technicians. It is, however, waging a campaign against the usurpation by the BBC of the right to set all dictionary pronunciations aside and adopt their own. As an Englishman I resent English pronunciations being changed capriciously. Mr. Littlewood also seems singularly unaware of criticisms similar to mine which have been going on for years. In the Observer, the other Sunday, there were quoted some comments of Sir Ernest Gowers in his presidential address to the English Association: "Today the word incidentally has become a vague word seemingly indispensable to BBC announcers. Fowler (author of Modern English Usage) had no patience with those who rejected the anglicised pronunciation of foreign words or place names and insisted on speaking them with the accent of a native of their country or origin. If he were alive today he would, no doubt, be disappointed that the BBC announcers evidently hold the opposite opinion."...Fowler had fought affected or gentle pronunciations. The conviction seems now to be that when one is before a microphone the dignity of one's position demands, for example, the articulation of the 't' in often... People are influenced by what they hear over the air. It would not be surprising if by the end of the century English and American pronunciation had become indistinguishable. The Americans have always found difficulty with their vowel sounds and have never really learned to speak English.

Any criticism of BBC programmes is always met with the rejoinder that the BBC is really understaffed to provide a national service for seven days a week. Then why try? We are also told that there is one broadcasting employee to every 5,000 population. This proves precisely nothing, except to indicate that the BBC is overstuffed. By the same argument, at a particular moment, there is only one announcer to 50 million people in this country. These sort of figures mean nothing.

Music and Movement

As a particular case in point, can anyone see what good purpose is served by that thoroughly inane service to the schools in the morning "Music and Movement." It occupies class time which would be better used to teaching the children how to read and write, in view of the great amount of illiteracy in this country. Some thousands of teenagers cannot read or write today. Of course, if a census were taken at the schools the children will be all in favour of the programme, and I am certain that the teachers who tap this programme will also be in favour of it. They have nothing to do whilst the programme is on, and the children will naturally prefer it to some dry history lesson. The programme itself is imbecile in its conception and certainly stupid in the way it is carried out. "Now, children! Spread yourselves all over the room. We are now going to hear some hopping music," etc., etc. What on earth is it intended to teach them? It will not teach them to dance. They will learn that soon enough from their local skiffle rock 'n' roll club. I seriously suggest to the BBC that they drop this nonsensical programme, which merely wastes school time. It is quite laughable to listen to. One wonders what sort of a person it is in the programme planning department who could be persuaded to put on such utter tripe.

**On Your Wavelength**

**By Thermion**

**Mastering Morse**

By F. J. Camm
1/-, by post 1/3

George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
By F. G. Rayer

(Concluded from page 308 July issue)

The second wafer of the switch goes to the rear gang of tuning condenser, the top tag of which goes to R.F. valve grid. It is also connected to the fixed plates of the aerial trimmer.

Wafer 3 switches the R.F. valve anode to any of the five H.F. coil primaries. Wafer 4 switches the secondaries of these coils, and is also connected to mixer trimmer (Fig. 5) and the centre section of the tuning condenser. The top tag of the latter is taken to the 6L7 top can.

The two remaining wafers switch the oscillator coils, wafer 7 being connected to the front section of the gang condenser. To wire in the M.W. coils it is only necessary to set the switch to its second position and connect the various coils to the appropriate tags throughout the switch sections. Fig. 5 shows the positions of the coils, these being arranged to avoid interaction and secure short wiring in the H.F. ranges. If the coils in each circuit position are located as far as possible with tags similarly placed, then the wiring of other ranges will be merely repetitive of that in the M.W. range. To secure additional screening on the L.W. and M.W. bands, the aerial coils of these are above the chassis.

The smaller oscillator coils have two separate windings in the type listed, but those for M.W. and L.W. have a single tapped winding, so that there are only three connections. Where two windings are provided the fourth tag is earthed. With the tapped coils this is not necessary since the tapping forms a common earthing point (via padders) for both sections. It will have been realised that the bands can easily be chosen to suit individual needs, and the Astral coils actually employed were those numbered 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 in the following list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil band</th>
<th>Approx. waveband</th>
<th>Required padders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in metres</td>
<td>capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>750-2,000</td>
<td>150 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>190-570</td>
<td>500 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16-48</td>
<td>5,000 pF (0.005 mF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12-36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34-100</td>
<td>2,400 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90-270</td>
<td>900 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>250-750</td>
<td>350 pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some cases the L.W. band may not be required, though it does increase the general utility of the receiver. The coils used (1, 2, 3, 5 and 6) give continuous tuning from 16 to 2,000 metres, except for the band between 570 and 750 metres, and are probably as suitable as any. Coil 7 would cover this band, if wanted. The No. 4 coil would also cover up to the lower limit of the No. 5 coil, but the L/C ratio grows rather poor, so that the 16-48 metre coil is preferable.

As already mentioned, comparable coil types of other make can be used. In all cases it is essential to follow the maker's tag connecting data and recommendations upon padders values. In a few instances the latter may need to be obtained by wiring two condensers in parallel, e.g. 2,000 pF and 400 pF for 2,400 pF.

Operational Notes

It will be realised that a little care in operation is required if the maximum efficiency is to be obtained, when selectivity and sensitivity will very considerably exceed that of the average domestic superhet. This does not mean that tuning is difficult, since on a great number of stations there will be no need to touch trimmers or the R.F. and I.F. gain controls.

With the transformer set to suit the mains voltage, and valves in position, it is best to place the I.F. switch in the "Low" setting at first, to ensure some signal will be obtained, even under conditions of bad mis-alignment. It should then be possible to tune in the local station. The first and final I.F. transformers are now adjusted, with an insulated tool, to secure maximum indication on the tuning meter (minimum anode current). A metal tool must not be used, as its presence especially in coils, influences resonance. If there is any tendency for any core or trimmer to come near the limit of its travel in either direction, then the other cores or trimmers are all adjusted a little and alignment repeated.

The switch is then turned to the "High" position and the other two transformers similarly adjusted for maximum signal on the meter. Their setting will be very critical. Due to the change in stray capacity in the switch positions, all transformers are then gone over again. When adjustment of any only serves to reduce signal strength, I.F. alignment is complete. When the switch is in the "Low" position one transformer circuit is slightly off peak, due to the extra capacity of the second I.F. valve, but this is no disadvantage.

In some coastal areas it may be desirable to peak the I.F.'s at some frequency other than 465 kc, to avoid local Morse, and a variation of 5 kc is quite feasible.

When the I.F.'s are aligned, the aerial, mixer and oscillator circuits can be dealt with. This will prove relatively easy if the coils are correctly wired, with
the correct padder values, and each band is treated separately.

The 30 pF oscillator pre-set is left at about mid-way position and should not need further adjustment. A station of low wavelength on the band is tuned in, and the two panel trimmers are turned for maximum signal on the meter. They should come to rest at roughly mid-way position, if undue stray capacity between coil connections, etc., and chassis has been avoided. Should one or both trimmers tend to peak near the fully open position, then the 30 pF pre-set can be screwed down a little. With the panel trimmers untouched, a high wavelength station is tuned in and the coil cores adjusted for maximum signal. The procedure is then repeated—e.g., trim at low wavelength, then adjust cores at a high wavelength. Alignment of the band will then be complete and tuning throughout can be with the main control. However, with weak stations it will be found that adjustment of the panel trimmers will often improve signal strength considerably, since even with good quality components exact alignment throughout the swing of the condenser is not achieved.

If the aerial is other than a very short wire, a 25 pF fixed condenser should be included at the aerial socket so that the R.F. stage may tune sharply.

All other wavebands are then aligned in exactly the same way, the i.F. circuits not being touched again, however. On the S.W. bands, wrong core positioning may result in no signals being heard at first. If so, careful tuning should locate some station near the lower end of the band. The coil cores can then be adjusted, when tuning further up the band will be possible, with final alignment at a high wavelength. If it becomes increasingly necessary to close the panel trimmers as the receiver is tuned to higher wavelengths, this shows that the aerial and mixer coil cores need screwing in. The reverse effect shows they need withdrawing.

Should instability arise as either gain control is turned towards maximum, this shows that the circuit in question has long grid or anode leads, or that the valves are insufficiently screened. This test should be made with no signal, since any signal reduces gain, so that the set may only be unstable when tuned away from a station. Inaudible oscillation will be shown by a sudden drop in meter reading.

With the coils mentioned oscillation became a little fierce at the bottom of the S.W. bands. If this arises it can be cured by wiring a resistor in series with the oscillator winding of the coil or coils responsible. The resistor should be of quite low value (usually 30 to 100 ohms) as large values will prevent oscillation completely, so that reception ceases.

Aerials

A final word on the question of aerials. Do not imagine that the larger the aerial the better the results. Many users of communication equipment find that best results are obtained by a short vertical wire. A heavy gauge or two lengths of 7/22 twisted may be supported from a length of wood sticking out from the side of the house, and the wire stretched from the top to bottom.

**PROFESSOR BOFFIN**
NEW! THE PRACTICAL WAY of learning RADIO · TELEVISION · ELECTRONICS

AMATEUR S.W. RADIO · MECHANICS · PHOTOGRAPHY · CARPENTRY, Etc. Etc.

COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL COURSES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

NEW... completely up-to-date methods of giving instruction in a wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for self-study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

NEW... experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched on enrollment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the course. In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television receivers.

If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby of interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own full-time or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon today for a free brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.

The only Home Study College run by a World-wide industrial organisation.

EMI INSTITUTES

- Part of "His Master's Voice", Marconiphone, etc. etc.
I.T.A. CONVERTER. All I.T.A. stations, wired ready for use, complete with power pack, fine tuner, etc., £6/17/6, as illustrated. Metal cabinet, stove enamelled grey hammer finish. Walnut cabinet, £6/17/6. Chassis (less cab.), £4. All with two PCC21s. All plus 2/6 p. & ½ p. (C.O.D. 1/½ extra). Clip-on I.T.A. aerial to existing mast, or mount in loft. 3 elements, 27 - 1/2E, 35½ - 1/2E, 55½ - low loss coaxial. 8½ yd. Terms on complete converters one-third down and 4 monthly payments of 18/6.

£5/10/- (2/6 p. & 1½ p. ½ C.O.D.)

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS are in short supply. Collaro RC456 Studio "T" turnover crystal pick-up. 4-speed mixer. A.C. mains 200-250 v., see illus. ALSO Collaro single player AC5/554, 3-speed turnover crystal pick-up with "T" head. £8/6/6 (3/6 p. & ½ p.).

£6/16/6 (3/6 p. & p.)

Gladstone Radio

AVO Precision Electrical Testing Instruments

A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.

The Universal AVOVMINOR

(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving-coil instrument, conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage, D.C. current, and also resistance; 22 ranges of readings on a 3-inch scale.

Size: 4¼ ins. x 3½ ins. x 1½ ins.
Net weight: 18 ozs.
List Price: £12:0:0

Complete with leads, interchangeable prods and crocodile clips, and instruction book.

The D.C. AVOVMINOR

is a 2½-inch moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 1½ milliamperes, and 3 megohms respectively. Total resistance 100,000 ohms.

Size: 4¼ ins. x 3½ ins. x 1½ ins.
Net weight: 12 ozs.
List Price: £5:5:10

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:

AVO, LTD.
Formerly THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
A Simple Test Probe

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A TEST PROBE FOR USE WITH MOST AMPLIFIERS TO FORM A VERY USEFUL AND INEXPENSIVE SIGNAL TRACER

By M. W. Kirby

OFTEN in the course of radio and television servicing and construction it becomes desirable to test each stage in turn for signal continuity and also to get a rough idea of the quality and gain that each stage is giving. It is also useful, particularly in service work, to be able to test for hum pick-up and the efficiency of the smoothing circuits. The most convenient way of testing for the above is by signal tracer, but not every experimenter has one of these, nor does he have enough work to justify the cost of obtaining one.

The test probe described herein makes no pretense of being new or comprehensive, but it does have the advantage of extreme simplicity and fulfills quite efficiently the functions described above, although it can be built in a few minutes out of materials from the spares box. Any high impedance amplifier may be used, or even the amplifier of the set under test, if the audio stages are not at fault. If desired a simple amplifier can be built for use with the probe and Fig. 2 shows a circuit which has given good results on test.

The circuit of the probe is shown in Fig. 1, an EA50 diode being used in preference to a germanium diode on account of its robustness. A length of 16 s.w.g. wire about 2in. long is soldered to the anode pin of the diode and a piece of sleeving pushed over this so that it leaves about 1in. of wire showing at the end. (Remember to use long-nosed pliers when soldering the diode pins, or the heat will damage the glass: this is shown in the illustration.) Then two 3ft. lengths of wire are connected on to the heater pins, the .01-F condensers soldered in place, and a short piece of sleeving pushed up to cover the pins. Next cut a piece of co-axial cable or screened lead about 3ft. long, push back the outer braid and strip 1in. of the inner lead and solder this to the cathode pin. The outer braid is the earth terminal for the two condensers, and also a 1ft. length of wire stripped for 1in., which will be the earthing strap to the case and form the earthing fly-lead for the probe. The case can conveniently be made out of a through-chassis electrolytic condenser sawn off at the base, the contents cleaned out and a hole drilled in the end to take the probe and sleeving.

The open end should then be filled smooth and two cuts made 1in. long and 1in. apart down the tube. The centre piece is lifted up to form a tag to which the earth wire may be connected. Now slide the assembly into the can and connect the earth wire to the tag. Fill with pitch or Chatterton's compound and mould the end so that it forms a support for the wires. The base of the can may then be bound with tape to make a neat job. How the other ends of the wires are connected will depend upon the apparatus with which it is to be used, but if this will vary it will be a good idea to fit crocodile clips on all leads.

To test the probe, connect the heater leads A and B to a 6.3 volt supply and earth lead C to the earth of the amplifier and lead D to the input. Switch on the amplifier, and increase volume until there is a
Slight hum present. When the probe tip is touched with the finger a loud A.C. hum should be heard. Then connect the fly lead F to the chassis of a radio set and, without switching on, place the probe on the aerial tuning condenser, when the stations should be heard as the condenser is rotated. Next switch on, and trace the signal from the grid to the anode of each valve in turn and notice that as the output stage is approached it will become necessary to reduce the volume control of the amplifier. So much has already been written on the use of a signal tracer that there is no point in elaborating further, as instructions can be found in most books on radio and television servicing. A word of warning: if the amplifier is not isolated from the mains and an A.C./D.C. set is being tested, make sure that the mains are connected in correct polarity or a short will result.

New Versatile Tape Recorder

The new Selectophon T-5 recording machine is believed to be the most versatile machine of its kind on the market. It can be used in the home or in the office. This is because the length of the tape it uses can be varied to suit the application—whether it be for recording long-playing records or for office dictation. Its application includes, apart from these, recording conferences; “music-while-you-work” in factories and canteens; background music in shops, hotels and at exhibitions, etc.

It will reproduce through a microphone or from a radio. An attachment enables it to play and record gramophone records. Radio or disc recording can be done silently or otherwise.

The tape is housed in a book-shaped case, which can be stored in a library like a real book. This is known as a Tone-Book.

There are four Tone-Books, each housing different lengths of tape. As the machine has three speeds, the amount of recording depends on the book used and the speed. The books are known as Dictation, A, B and C. The dictation book (for office use) will record for 30 minutes at fast speed. Book C, on the other hand, will record for six hours at the same speed—making it ideal for recording long orchestral works and conferences. Fitted to each book is a register card, enabling a check to be kept of everything recorded.

The tape, 35mm. wide, has 70 tracks, each 0.3mm. wide. They are connected to form one uninterrupted sound track. When recording or play-back reaches the end of a track, it automatically carries on to the next, without any audible brake. A track-selector, controlled by a knob, enables any track to be chosen within a few seconds.
The modified unit.

**Conversion Cost.** This is kept as low as possible by the following: winding coils and I.F. transformers, using low-priced valves which can be bought as type CV138 for as low as 5s. each, and by using the lowest possible number of components.

**Circuit Description (see Figs. 2a & 2b)**

The signal from the aerial is stepped up by the R.F. transformer I1, L2 and applied to the grid of V1 which is operating as a wide band R.F. amplifier. The signal from the anode of this valve is then passed on via C7 to the grid of V2 and its tuned circuit L3, VC2. V3 acts as an inverted Hartley coaxial oscillator of high stability, the output of which is fed through the capacitor C10 to the grid of V2. Additive mixing takes place within V2 and the resultant I.F. of 10.7 Mc/s appears at the anode. This signal is then transferred via coaxial cable to the primary of the first I.F. transformer. From the secondary of I.F.1 the signal...
is applied to the grid of the first I.F. amplifier V4. Here the signal is amplified in the usual way and the amplified signal is then fed via T2 to the grid of V5. V5 is operated as a saturated R.F. amplifier. The purpose of this stage is to limit, not the F.M. signal, but electrical interference which is in most cases amplitude modulated (it also to a certain extent limits the voltage which appears across D1 and D2, as too high a voltage here will ruin the germanium diodes). The signal from the anode of V5 is now applied to the ratio detector, a description of which follows.

The Ratio Detector (Figs. 2b & 2c)
The ratio detector is essentially a phase discriminator, the coupling coil Lc taking place of the usual capacitor. When the F.M. carrier is at rest frequency, i.e. unmodulated, the following conditions exist: the voltage across the ends of the primary of T3 is 180 deg. out of phase. The voltage across the ends of the secondary is also 180 deg. out of phase, and the voltage injected by the centre tap is 90 deg. out of phase with reference to the ends of the primary: a state of balance therefore exists in the ratio detector. When the F.M. carrier is deviated, i.e. modulated, in one direction, the balance of phase across T3 secondary, with reference to the centre tap which remains at 90 deg., is upset. Vector addition of the voltage across T3 secondary will now show that the voltage across one half is greater than that of the voltage appearing across the other half; therefore on one half cycle a current will flow through one half of T3 secondary, through Lc, R20, C37, the A.F. load, earth and back via D2. On the next half cycle the current will flow from the other half of the secondary, via D1, R21 and C39 in parallel, earth, the A.F. load, C37 and R20, then through Lc and so back to the secondary; the current flowing round this part of the circuit is at audio frequency due to the rectifying action of D1 and D2, C38 being the R.F. by-pass capacitor.

There is also a direct current flowing round the ratio detector circuit, through D2, T3 secondary, D1 and R21. The current flowing through R21 causes a voltage drop R21 which charges up C39 to the D.C. level of the signal. The time constant of R21 and C39 is such that it will allow slow carrier height variations but will absorb rapid carrier height variations, which are usually due to electrical interference or amplitude modulation. C36 and R20 form the deemphasis network and C37 is the isolation capacitor.

Modifications to the R.F.27 Unit
Fig. 1 shows the components which are omitted from the modified circuit. First remove the valves, then referring to Fig. 1, disconnect L1 from the aerial socket and unwind it from about L2, unsolder the leads to L2, L3 L4 and L5 and remove these coils from the unit. Now unsolder and remove all the ceramic trimmers with the exception of T6 in the oscillator section. Also remove the parallel resistors, R1, R8 and R10; the aerial trimmer capacitor VC4 is also removed. The dial is now removed, the moving part of which is released by a grub screw located at the bottom right hand side and a grub screw which is accessible when the bulb holder is removed. When the rotor is removed the four bolts holding the stator are exposed, remove this after first unsoldering the wire to the dial bulb. To remove the tuning gang, VC1, VC2 and VC3, unsolder the earth wires from the chassis end and take out the four bolts holding the gang; it may be found that packing pieces are used under some of these capacitors. These are used to keep the spindle in alignment and must be replaced in exactly the same positions when remounting the tuning capacitors. The screened cable and C11, which are connected between

COMPONENTS
C25, 30, 31, 34—10 pf 2 per cent. silvered mica L.E.M.
C26, 27, 28—2,200 pf miniature ceramic. T.C.K.
C29, 33—0.01 pf 200 v. D.C. T.C.C. CP112
C32, 35—47 pf 2 per cent. silvered mica L.E.M.
C36—500 pf mica. Dubilier (C20 from R.F. unit)
C37—0.02 pf 500 v. D.C. T.C.C. CP34 S.
C38—330 pf ceramic. T.C.C. Hi-K.
C1—4 pf 275 v. B.E.C. CE550 (with horizontal mounting clips).
R16—1 K ! w. Dubilier.
R17—150 ! w. Dubilier.
R18—47 K ! w. Dubilier.
pin 7 on the Jones plug and pin 2 of V2, are removed and also the resistor and capacitor from the cathode circuit of V3, R15 and C20. R14 and C16 are now removed and the junction of R13 and C2 are taken directly to pin 4 on V3 as shown in Fig. 2a.

From the components removed only the following are re-used: the valves, the coilformers without cores, the tuning assembly and C20. The inductance of the coils is too high for the F.M. band, so they are stripped and rewound as shown in the coil table. The capacitors VC1, VC2 and VC3 are all reduced to approximately 27 pF by removing all but three rotor vanes on each; the rotor vanes are held to the spindle by a clamp construction method and can be easily removed by prising out with a pair of long-nosed pliers. Care should be taken not to damage the remaining plates and on completion of this operation each capacitor should be checked for short circuits. These components should now be placed in a safe place whilst the redrilling of the chassis takes place.

Drilling Details
The drilling details are given in Fig. 3, to enable the unit to be laid flat it is necessary first to remove the front panel: this is held on by two bolts at the left-hand side and the two handles securing the bolts at the other side: also by two bolts holding the tag panel, containing C18 and R12, and the coaxial aerial socket. It will be noticed that no tag strip drilling details are given in Fig. 3. This is because of the various types of tag strips which are available. The height of the tag strips must not, however, exceed half-an-inch, otherwise they will not fit in the space available.

The approximate positions of these are shown in Fig. 6.

Details of a new front panel are given in Fig. 4, and when completed this can be used as a template for drilling the front of the unit. Only the following holes should need drilling: Two front panel fixing holes; a hole for the output jack, two holes for fixing the coaxial socket; and fixing holes for the dial. If the original dial is used then turn it through 90 deg. and redrill holes for it. When the dial is remounted it will project about 1in. above the new front panel, which, in the author's opinion, does not mar the appearance of the unit. The author used a different dial here, the original one being used on a piece of test equipment. Holes for mounting the tag panel (containing C18 and R12) if required, can easily be marked on to the front panel from the rear side and should be countersunk.

Wiring and Mounting Components
The I.F. transformers are now constructed as shown in the table. Readers may find it easier if first the coils are wound and fixed with Durafix. Then take 13 pieces of bare connecting wire about 7in. long and put a small blob of solder on the end of each, then pass these wires down through the holes in the top and base supports of the coil and pull each wire tight whilst soldering to the base, the ends of the coils are then wrapped around and soldered to the appropriate supports, and the capacitors mounted as shown, care being taken to ensure that no short circuits will appear between the coils and cans.

The I.F. transformers are now mounted together with the valveholders and C39. The tuning gang VC1, VC2 and VC3, and the inductors L2 and L3 are then replaced and soldered into the unit, as shown in Fig. 2a, keeping connecting wires as short as possible; the remainder of the unit, including metalwork and tag strips, is now bolted on.

- C. R21—22 KΩ w. Dubilier.
- H. D1, D2—G.E.X. 44, G.E.X. 34, etc.
- I. J1—Jack socket.
- M. 1j. 2 B7G Valveholders with cans.
- N. C. 3 Aladdin coil formers with cans and cores. 2½in. high x 1½in. sq. (R.C.S.)
- O. Miscellaneous
- b. 3-way flat mounting tag strips.
- c. Grommets, nuts, bolts, tags, etc.

Fig. 2(b).—The additional unit to make up the feeder.
The coaxial cable in the oscillator stage, 1.4. Fig. 2a, is made up as follows: Take 7in. or 75 Ω ¼ in. diameter coaxial cable and cut into two lengths of 3in. and 4in., cut off ½ in. of outer sheath on each end and splay out the braiding; then lay the braiding back along the cable sheath, bind with connecting wire long earth leads, sharp bends in the cable, and too much heat as polythene melts very easily.

The next operation worthy of mention is the coaxial cable between V2 anode and H.T., and the primary of T1. The author used thin 50Ω TV cable, and lightly solder. After completing each soldering operation lay the coax to one side to allow the polythene to reset. When wiring into the unit avoid but almost any type of coaxial cable will be found suitable here.

(To be continued)

Fig. 2a. How the detector works.
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A WONDERFUL MONEY-SAVING OPPORTUNITY
FOR READERS OF PRACTICAL WIRELESS!

Now's the time to join the

SCIENTIFIC BOOK CLUB

You BUY Books published at 10/6, 12/6 and more—for
ONLY 4/-

Each month, the Scientific Book Club brings
to its members the fascinating story of the march
of modern science, told in thoroughly dependable
books by the front-rank scientific writers
of our time, vivid, vital, constructive contributions
to Man's unceasing struggle to solve the
problems of the Universe. And although the
ordinary editions of these books are sold to the
general public at 10 6, 12 6 15 6, or more, THE
PRICE TO MEMBERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC
BOOK CLUB IS ONLY 4-.

Remember, too, that Scientific Book Club selections are full-
length and unabridged. They are printed on good
quality paper, well bound, with an attractive
picture jacket. These are, we say with certainty,
books that you will be glad to read, proud to
own. The Scientific Book Club brings these great
books to you each month; helping you to build
up, at remarkably low cost, a first-class collection
of scientific books. Now is the time to join.

BOOK OF RECORDS (published at 9s. 6d.)
FREE if you enrol a friend in the Club. Send
your friend's name and address with 4s. 9d
(4s. plus 9d. postage) for first book, mentioning
this offer, and your gift will be sent to you.

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY—

Tu The Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
I wish to join the Scientific Book Club, and agree to purchase the book issued each month to members at a cost of 4s. (postage 9d.). I agree to continue my membership for a minimum of six books and thereafter until countermanded.


NAME

(Block, letters, please)

ADDRESS

Overseas enrolments (prices as for inland) should be accompanied by an advance subscription.
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THE TELETRON Co. Ltd.
266 Nightingale Rd., London N.9
HOW 2527

TELETRON TYPE FX. 25

Self-tuned, Dual-wave Ferrite Rod Aerial, 15 6 each.

Designed for use in portable Transistor receivers. Descriptive folder with circuit-component layout, and wiring instructions for a three-Transistor regenerative receiver. Price 6d. NO aerial, earphone tuning condenser required. Operates speaker from 3 Penlight cells. All parts, including cabinet and chassis, available from component stockists.
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Aerial Connection

A TELESCOPIC aerial is mounted on the top of the offside wing just forward of the windscreen pillar and the coaxial cable is fed through the bulkhead to the R.H. end of the shelf, behind the instrument cluster, and so to the back of the set. The corresponding socket on the back of the chassis is turned through 90 deg. on a small block, to avoid an unnecessary and severe kink in the coaxial cable. If, for any reason, the aerial is mounted on the nearside of the car, it will be necessary to move this block slightly in a nearside direction and point the socket accordingly.

Power Supply

The use of a vibrator or a rotary converter can best be determined by the constructor. As there is very little space below the bonnet of a Consul, particularly when a heater has been fitted, the writer decided to install an ex-W.D. vibrator unit of Pye make in the boot, in the otherwise unused space to the offside of the spare wheel. This is fastened by bolts passing through the floor of the boot.

Heavy screened cables were used for L.T. feed and H.T. return and these were pulled through the appropriate channel in the roof, using a length of expanding curtain wire as a "fish." At the forward end they appeared on the shelf, close to the offside windscreen pillar, and were passed over the steering column, behind the instrument cluster, to the centre of the shelf, at which point the seven-pin plug was attached.

The L.T. feed from the voltage regulator terminal block and the earth connection are taken to the same point through an existing hole in the bulkhead to the right of the voltage regulator.

Installation

The installation of the set is extremely simple if the following sequence is observed. Remove the single Philips-head setscrew and nut securing the front edge of the shelf at the nearside end. This corner of the shelf should now be pressed downwards and a distance piece such as a screwdriver handle inserted to keep it down to increase the gap through which the set must be inserted. There is neither danger nor
The prototype is fastened down by two unobtrusive external angle pieces on the sides at the front with small bolts passing downwards through the shelf thickness. These must be located clear of the heater and handbrake controls. In addition it is held down by a piece of eraser rubber wedged between the top.

(Continued on page 401)

Fig. 7.—Details of the metal containing cabinet.

Fig. 4.—Details of the plywood panel, 3 in. thick, viewed from rear. Shaped area to be cut away to depth of 1 ply.
COMPLETE KITS for PARTS for the "HI-FI" ENTHUSIAST

The MULLARD "5-10" MAIN AMPLIFIER

This is the very latest design and needs no recommendation from us. Our Kit is complete to Mullard's specification, including the latest GILSON ULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMER and the entire MULLARD Valve line up. ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS are supplied. PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS £11.10. (Plus 5/- carr. & ins.)

STERN'S "fidelity" PREAMPLIFIER-TONE CONTROL UNIT

"A design for the music lover"

Briefly it has inputs for all types of MICROPHONES. HIGH AND LOW GAIN PICK UPS and a RADIO TUNING UNIT it incorporates (a) GRAM EQUALISING CONTROL, (b) SWEEP FILTER, (c) Continuously variable BASS and TREBLE CONTROLS and a variable OUTPUT CONTROL which enables its use with any type of Amplifier.

PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS (Plus 5/- carr. & ins.) £6.60.

STERN'S "HIGH QUALITY" 8-10 WATT AMPLIFIER

Has power supply for Radio Tuning Unit.

PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT SUPPLIED ASSEMBLED 

£9.10.0

PROVED one of the most popular models:- yet offered to the HOME CONSTRUCTION. Provides excellent reproduction up to 8 watts, employing 6V6's in push-pull incorporating negative feedback. Provides for use of both 3 and 15 ohm speakers.

WE HAVE THE FULL RANGE OF DULCI CHASSIS IN STOCK

THE MODEL M.4 is illustrated but all Chassis and Tuners are similar—send S.A.E. for leaflet. H.P. and CREDIT SALE TERMS are available.

THE FOLLOWING two RADIO-GRAM CHASSIS are very well designed and reproduce most excellent quality on both Radio and Gram. £21.17.0.

MODEL H.3. A 3 Waveband AM FM CHASSIS £22.17.0.


TUNER UNIT CHASSIS

THE FM/FM TUNER CHASSIS with self-contained Power Supply £17.10.3.


MODEL H.11. A combined 4 Waveband AM FM Tuner incorporating "Hi-Fi" Control Unit—Audio Preamplifier, which has switching and connections for Tape Replay, Gram equalising, Bass and Treble Controls, etc. £29.3.10.

STERN'S "F.M." TUNING UNIT

A 5-valve Tuner incorporating the latest Mullard Permanently Tuneable Tuning Heart and a "Magic Eye" Tuning Indicator.

PRICE ASSEMBLED £14.10.0.

READY FOR USE (Plus 5/- carr. and insurance)

TERMS: (a) Hire Purchase Deposit £7.5.0 and 9 monthly payments of £1.5.0. (b) Credit: Deposit £3.12.6 and 9 monthly payments of £1.5.0.

THE COMBINED AM/FM TUNER is closely similar in appearance to the above and incorporates 5 valves. It provides complete coverage of all FM and AM Bands and MEDICOM WAVEBAND giving a good selection of foreign stations.

PRICE ASSEMBLED £18.18.0.

READY FOR USE (Plus 7/- carr. & ins.) £18.18.0.

TERMS: (a) Hire Purchase Deposit £7.10.0 and 9 monthly payments of £1.10.0. (b) Credit: £14.15.0 and 9 monthly payments of £1.67.0.

Expressly developed for very high quality reproduction of Gram, Records and particularly suitable for high quality reproductions of the F. M. Transmission. Two models are available:

(a) The "COMPACT 5-2" A two-stage high sensitivity Amplifier having SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS and designed to give up to approx. 5 watts with very pleasing quality. PRICE £8.5.0. (Plus 5/- carr. & ins.)

(b) The "COMPACT 5-3" A three-stage version of the "5-2" model but in this case having an additional stage and incorporating Negative Feedback. PRICE £11.15.0. (Plus 5/- carr. & ins.)

A separate POWER SUPPLY UNIT to operate with these amplifiers is available for £2.10.0. Has additional supply available for Radio Tuner, etc.


MODERNIZE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

* THE LATEST A.M./F.M. RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

* A NEW 4-SPEED AUTOCHANGER

THE NEW ARMSTRONG PB. 409 A.M./F.M. RadioGram Chassis

"A chassis for those who value the highest quality" A 9 valve line up employing the latest MULLARD preferred valves. Provides complete coverage of the V.H.F./F.M. Transmissions plus the Short, Medium and Long Wavebands. Has Push-Pull Output with Negative Feedback for 6 watts peak Output. QUICK ACTION "Piano Key" Selectors and separate Bass and Treble Controls. Has "Magic Eye" Tuning Indicators to 10000. Dimensions 9in. x 9in. x 9in. high. Dia size 9in. x 9in. PRICE £29.8.0. TERMS: £27.7.0 and 6 monthly payments of £1.14.0.

(Plus 6/- carr. & ins.) H.P. £21.14.0 and 12 monthly payments of £1.7.3.

SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.

RECORD PLAYERS THE VERY LATEST AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

S E N D S . A . E . FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET

AN EXCEPTIONAL "CASH ONLY" OFFER

THE NEW 4-SPEED

B.S.R. MONARCH

- Complete with High Fidelity Crystal "Turn- over" Head which incorporates separate mediums for L.P. and 78 r.p.m. records. A MIXER to suit that will accommodate 4m., 8in. and 12in. records of same speed. Incorporates the Manual Control position.

STERN'S "COMPACT 5" AMPLIFIERS

G A L L E R S O N L Y

We have in stock various designs for HOME CONSTRUCTION. TORB including F.M. Tuners, A.M./F.M. Tuners, Mixed Band, Radiogram, Main- Units, etc., etc.

CALLERS ONLY

Telephone : F.I.EN 5812/3/4
High "Q" Coils
Iron dust cores, clip-in fixing.
AMAZING EFFICIENCY
For Superhet T.R.F. or Transistor operation.

Potted Coils
Iron dust cores, clip-in fixing.
THE LATEST in modern technique.
Ideal for crystal tuners.

BATTERY

STATION SEPAREATOR

FERRITE
Rod Aerials
MW 8/9
M-LW 12/6

I.T.A. Converter
To fit inside T.V.
KIT 65/- COMPLETE 94/

Dial assembly for OSMOR Coils

OSMOR (Frequency Controlled) F.M.
Switch-tuned Feeder.
Dimensions 4' x 4' (6½" deep).
A completely stable drift-free unit for adding to existing radio or Hi-Fi amplifier.
EASY TO BUILD.
Wiring diagram & circuit on request.

(Dept. PW13) 418 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY
CROYDON 5148/9

ALTHAM RADIO CO. LTD.
Jersey House, Jersey Street, Manchester, 4,
Tel.: Central 7834/5/6

WE OFFER:

TRANSMITTERS Famous red spot junction ... 7.6
RECEIVER R28/ARC5, 100-156 mc/s ... 5
TRANSMITTER BC950A, 100-124 mc/s two 832A valves etc... 7
AMPLIFIER RCA, 50 watt (use with pre-amplifier) ... 10
RECORD PLAYER HMV, 33⅓ r.p.m. only in cabinet ... 55/
RECEIVER R3A/ARR2X. 234-285 mc/s (11 valves, complete with dynamotor, rack, control unit, etc.) ... 4

FREE TRANSISTOR for every £4 value purchased (two transistors for £8, etc.).

WE WANT TO BUY:
All U.S.A. Test Sets prefixed TS, also APN3, APN9, ARC3, ARN7, ART13, BC221, BC788C.
of the casing and the underside of the windscreen wiper housing. The location of this is readily visible once the central ashtray has been removed.

**Suppression of Interference**

Very little suppression has been found necessary. Most interference will come from the sparking plug leads, and this will be in the form of a "plop" at every firing stroke. The simplest cure is to fit a suppressor of the TV type to the centre connection (i.e., the coil lead) of the distributor head. Incidentally, if the car is a late model, this type of suppressor will already have been fitted by the makers. If ignition interference should still be troublesome, separate suppressors should be fitted to the individual plug leads, as close as possible to the plugs themselves. "Cut-lead" types can be used here, but a more satisfactory job will be obtained by installing shrouded models.

The second principal source of trouble is the dynamo which emits a whine rising in pitch as engine revs. are increased. This can be eliminated by fitting a 1 μF 150-volt condenser across the "D" terminal and earth, preferably directly on the dynamo itself. A suitable type—much more robust than the normal radio by-pass condenser—is marketed by Radiospares.

The voltage regulator will normally already have been suppressed by the makers, as will also the

---

**Fig. 7(a).—An extension of the case in Fig. 7.**

**Fig. 6.**—Sub-chassis wiring. "A", second stage, indicates earthing points.
blower motor, if a heater has been fitted. A number of minor sources of interference remain, but as their effect is only of a transient or temporary nature, suppression has been ignored. The starter motor

will produce a healthy crackle when in use and "blinking" indicators will produce a rhythmical clicking. The stop-light switch will be responsible for a click when the brake pedal is depressed, and braking may result in a slight hiss, presumably from the generation of static electricity, but this seems to be a freak effect and may be dependent on weather conditions.

General

All trimmer screwheads were liberally coated with beeswax after final adjustments had been made, and after continuous service over nearly a year no troubles have been experienced from vibration. Very little suppression has been found necessary, suppressors having been fitted only to the sparking plugs and the generator.

Fig. 5.—Sub-chassis wiring, first stage. "X" indicates earth points.
A great little condenser!

THE JACKSON
"00" TWIN CONDENSER

Designed for use in miniature transistor receivers.

The front (aerial) section is 208pF, to provide coverage for medium waves, and the rear section is 176pF, which may be padded to match the oscillator, very robust yet light weight. Front area 1 1/2in. x 1 17/32in. x 1 1/32in. deep. Price 9/6.

it's reliable...it's made by Jackson

JACKSON BROS.
(London) Ltd.
Kingsway, Waddon, Surrey
Tel.: CROYdon 2754/5

Specify DULCI for perfection

GA4 High Fidelity Amplifier


H4 Radiogram
Chassis AM/FM


Price £24.6.6. inc. tax.

Also Model H3. Similar to H4 above, but with 3 wavebands.

Price £20.17.0.

Stylised cabinets suitable for most DULCI products are available.

FULLY GUARANTEED

To satisfy the highest sense of sound

DULCI COMPANY LIMITED, 97-99 VILLIERS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.2.

TELEPHONE: WILLESDEN 6678/9
GUARANTEED VALVES

D147 76 EK00 8 - 12 50 - 724 8 6563 9 -
D148 71 EK02 8 - 6720 16 - 8A19 0 - 6728 20 -
D149 75 KL72 6 - 8K57 5 - 8K67 86 -
D150 78 KL78 9 - 9K44 5 - 9K48 75 -
D151 76 KL81 10 - 9K55 11 - 9K65 85 -
D152 78 EK31 11 - 9K68 20 - 8K68 95 -

MEGGER TYPE OHMMETERS,
with scale 0 to 10 K., handle generator
and Brand new, $4.00, or with new
leather carrying case $4.10. Post
$5.00. Guaranteed accuracy.

LONG STREET ELECTRONICS
158, CHIPPSTEAD VALLEY ROAD, COULSDON, SURREY.
Telephone: 9075. Open to personal callers on Saturdays only.

Lawrence ELECTRONICS

Train for a Wonderful Future in RADIO & TELEVISION
...with E.M.I.

Radio and Television techniques are continually advancing and their applications ever increasing. These fields offer to the trained technician a career with an assured and remunerative future. Here is your opportunity to enter for:

1 YEAR COURSE

Full-time day course in the Principles and Practice of Radio and Television. Mainly designed for the training of Radio and Television Servicing Engineers. Next courses commence on 10th September 1957 and 7th January 1958.

THE E.M.I.

COLLEGE OF ELECTRONICS

Dept. 32, 10 Pembridge Square, London, W.2
Telephone: BAYwater 5131/2

The College is part of the E.M.I. Group...Britain's foremost
electronic engineers...Pioneers of the world's first public
television service.
THE "ultimate" in aerial systems for the average amateur, and indeed the keen S.W.L., is some form of directive beam array. At any rate, where space does not permit of unlimited long wires and rhombic arrays, but where space is available for some form of beam, the "dream" of the ham is a beam aerial. While on the subject of "long wire" aerials, however, it should not be forgotten that the "long wire" array is used at many stations consistently working DX in many directions, as apart from the main lobes, the long wire has good general coverage in many other directions as well. However, the long wire does have sharp "nulls" in some directions. This fact was brought home at G3BHJ very recently, when a long wire aerial was lengthened and shifted in direction by a mere 15 to 20 degrees. This reduced the 21 Mc/s signals at a local nearby amateur's QTH, a mere half mile or so, from a S9 plus 30 db to a mere S5 to S7 varying according to wind swaying the aerial from exact null position! Signals on the long wire in that particular direction, in fact, were three S points approximately down on the signal radiated from an odd length of wire lying on the shack floor and tuned up "for laughs" in local tests on the "null" properties of this particular long wire main aerial. This "null" effect was put to good use on reception, as the powerful local ground wave of the other station on reception on the long wire was reduced from an ear-splitting receiver-paralysing signal to a comfortably moderate loudness, thus greatly facilitating mutual DX chasing activities on 21 Mc/s.

The twin points of directivity and reception serve to emphasise two of the important aspects of beam arrays. First there is the directional peaking of the radiated signal, a factor usually regarded as the only function of a beam. However, the directionality on reception serves a dual purpose, for not only are signals enhanced in the forward direction, but QRM arriving from the rear is greatly attenuated. Thus the attenuation of European signals on reception was a much valued aspect of the writer's 20 metre DX chasing with a three-element rotary. Further, of course, the attenuation of noise and even "jammer" QRM is a further boon of the "back to front" discrimination of a beam array. The combination of forward directivity on reception coupled with discrimination against rearward noise and QRM generally, thus effects a double advantage on reception. Coupled with the enhanced signal from one's own transmitter in the forward direction, a threefold gain is thus achieved in increasing solid DX QSOs. To drive home this point, consider two stations, each using simple two-element beams on both reception and transmission. A simple two-element beam may thus give a 5 db gain on transmission to the receiving point. If the receiving point also uses a simple beam giving a 5 db gain, the total "transmission path gain" is thus 10 db over the use of simple dipoles. This alone is equivalent to a tenfold increase in power of the transmitters, and points the moral that a relatively cheap aerial system goes at low cost the benefits otherwise derived only by a high cost increase in transmitter power, a change, say, whom 100 watts to 1 kilowatt—a very expensive change! Furthermore, QRM arriving from the rear may be attenuated by ten or more dbs. This possible 20 db gain on reception gives a "communication effectiveness" equivalent to a hundredfold increase in transmitter power as far as rearward QRM is concerned! This, of course, is old stuff to the hardened amateur, who is asked to bear with us, because we are primarily considering the beginner and tyro in this present article.
Word of Caution

Before the beginner fired with enthusiasm and thirsting for a 20 db increase in "communication effectiveness" rushes out and hangs a reflector wire behind his halfwave dipole, it is necessary to sound a note of caution. Even with the simplest beam, optimum results are not to be obtained without some care and attention to detail. Thus a "simple two-element beam" may produce some surprises. One surprise is that it can have gain, a little gain, in both directions at once, and thus give very little apparent boost in signals and show little, if any, "back to front" ratio. The "simple two-element beam," therefore needs a little further discussion and clarification if good results are to be obtained.

For a "two element" beam, there is a choice between a "radiator and reflector" array and a "reflector and director" array. As is widely known, a "radiator and director" two-element array can give slightly higher gain than a radiator and reflector array. However, there is a price to be paid for this slight increase in gain, as a director-reflector array is liable to have a sharper and more critical tuning adjustment plus a lower radiation resistance than a reflector-radiator array. Thus practically there is little to choose between the two, especially as less than a db of gain is involved. However, a director array is a closer spaced and therefore a compact airfoil than a radiator-reflector combination two-element beam. In fact, a spacing of a tenth of a wavelength may be employed with a director plus radiator beam, whereas a spacing of .15 to .20 might be employed with a radiator-reflector array. However, this leads to the fact that variations in spacing of the elements in a two-element array may be compensated for by tuning adjustments of the parasitic radiator length. Thus both types of two-element array may be operated with wide variations in element spacings, provided the beam is "tuned up" for optimum results. The wider spaced arrangements will be far less critical than the closely spaced arrays. Generally, spacings of .1 to .15 of wavelength are "close" spacings, while spacings of .2 or .25 or more are "wide" spacings. Unless compactness is a "must," therefore, the recommended "simple two-element beam" is a radiator plus reflector as shown in Fig. 1. No exact element lengths are laid down, however, as these will be subject to many varying factors. The old "cut-and-try" method is unbeatable in beam adjustment. Thus, if wire elements are used a pair of clippers will effect adjustment on trial beam before constructing the final version.

If aluminium or similar metal tube construction is used for the elements, a telescoping end portion of tube will enable "tuning-up" adjustments to be readily effected. In any case it should be stressed that dipole resonant lengths and parasitic element lengths also depend upon the diameter of the element used, so that specification of "exact" lengths would require a specification of the element diameter as well. For a two-element beam, resonating the dipole, and then adding the parasitic element and making a first trial adjustment for optimum forward gain is simple enough. The radiating dipole may then be trimmed to resonance at the centre frequency required, and the parasitic element adjusted for optimum back-to-front ratio consistent with reasonable gain. Such tests, while facilitated by a simple field strength indicator, such as a germanium crystal rectifier and milliammeter, may be carried out on reception at a pinch. Even the crudest but very serviceable indication given by a flash lamp bulb at the centre of a halfwave length of wire may be employed. In all cases, however, the "field strength indicator" should be as far away from the array as feasible, a full wavelength or more being satisfactory.

Feeding the Aerial

Having decided upon a simple but two-element beam for initial tentative experiments, the question of "feeding the brute" rears its ugly head. Unfortunately, the feed impedance of the radiator may vary widely with the spacing, and to a lesser extent the tuning of the parasitic element. Thus a close spaced director plus radiator array may have a feed impedance of some 12 to 15 ohms, while a wide spaced array may have a feed point impedance of around 50 ohms. While the wide spaced array could be fed with twin low-impedance feeder without much harm, the close spaced array might be troublesome. Therefore, for a close spaced array, the recommended feed is via a quarterwave matching transformer of 75 ohm twin feeder cable. This will give a tolerable match up to a 300 ohm moulded twin feeder line. The propagation constant of the 75 ohm twin cable should be obtained from the makers, and the length of a quarter wavelength in free space multiplied by this to give the length to which the feeder should be cut. The propagation constant varies slightly from maker to maker, but in an emergency a value of 0.70 is close enough. Thus a length of 0.175 of a free-space wavelength should serve adequately. A "director plus radiator" beam might thus be as illustrated in Fig. 2. A further solution is to use a folded radiator element. If the folded element is made of the same diameter wire or tubing for both upper and lower limbs, this will quadruple the feed point impedance. Thus a two-element close spaced array might be fed by 75 ohm moulded twin feeder as in Fig. 3, while a wide spaced beam could be fed with 150 ohm twin feeder as shown in Fig. 4.

Compact Arrays

Having suffered from confined locations in the past, the question of "compact" beams immediately

(Continued on page 409)
YOU can build any of these at Low Cost!

R.C.S. VALVELESS "ALLTIME" RADIO

REALLY WORKS FOR LIFE!
Works without valves or batteries. Will never run down or burn out. Utilises sensational new Loopstick tuner. Will receive local stations any time. Permanent crystal diode in attractive case ... Full construction data, point-to-point circuit and price list of components, 16.

TRANSPARENCY MAP CASES.

110 WORLD WIDE SHORT WAVE RADIO

EXPLORE THE WORLD ON SHORT WAVES!
Can be built for from our list of components which can all be purchased separately, covers 10-100 metres and is capable of receiving speech and music from all over the world. Price includes the famous 954 acorn valve and one coil covering 40-100 metres.

 provision is made to increase to two or three valves and all components are colour coded. Send 2/- for point to point wiring diagram, layout and price list.

Post and packing: Under 10/- add 9d.; under 40/- add 1/6; over POST FREE.

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD., 11, OLIVER ROAD, LONDON, E.17. (Mail Order only)
SIGNAL GENERATOR

Coverage 193 kcs. 4M-
- Metal core over 10M. 6G.m.
- 45 ft. See also: 6U

2 valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 220-250 V. Internal modulation variable from depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated R.P. output continuous variable from 600 millivolts. C.W. and<br />

£3. 19. 6 Plus P.A.T. 2d.

AC/DC MULTI-METER KIT


6In. P.M. SPEAKER & G.P. TRANSFORMER, if purchased with the above. 8. 19. 6 Plus P.A.T. 2d.

SIGNAL CONVERTER

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION

SUITEABLE ANY TV. General Phillips.

NO ALTErATIONS TO SET

Complete with built-in power supply 220-250 V. A.C. supply. Carriage finish case 3ft. long. 35In. wide, 4In. high, & post free. Size 16In. wide, blue, with cover removed.

£3. 19. 6 Plus P.A.T. 2d.

4 VALVE ALL-DRY SUPERHET PORTABLE KIT

Incorporating Ferrite rod aerial medium and long waves. In red leatherette. 6In. x 5In. x 6In. Valve line-up: F19, H55, 35V. Complete kit of parts (less batteries). £5. 19. 6 Plus Post &

PACKING 3/6

COMPLETELY BUILT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER

approx. size 6In. x 21In. Incorporating 2 valves, contact-tuned aerial receivers, PLATE and TREBLE feedback circuit, and transformer. £3. 19. 6 Plus P.A.T. 2d.

CÓLLARO 4-CHANNEL AUTOMATIC CHANGER


T.R.F. KIT in PLASTIC CABINET

3 valve plus metal rectifier, A.C. mains, 220-250V. Small and long waves. In pastel blue or brown. Valve line-up: 8, 10, 12. £3. 19. 6 Plus P.A.T. 2d.

Point to point wiring diagram included. Free with kit.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

GOODS NOT DISPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
arises. All but the most confined gardens will accommodate a ten-metre beam. The writer has even had a fixed ten-metre beam indoors with three elements. However, twenty-metre rotaries are a different proposition for indoor use, or even for many gardens or open spaces in city sites. The “loading coil” method may be employed to “cut down to size” a beam array for use in restricted sites. Element spacings may NOT be cut down, and due to the reduction of feed impedance a spacing of 0.15 wavelengths is suggested. Moreover, the element lengths should not be reduced to less than a quarter of a wavelength, and preferably a third of a wavelength or so should be used. For initial trials experimental loading coils should be used first to resonate the radiator, and then to resonate the reflector. It is suggested that a reflector type two-element beam be tried for a “compacted” array. When initial tests have indicated the coil size required, they should then be made up. Heavy copper tube coils, self-supported, are recommended. Final tuning adjustments are best made by telescoping end pieces on tubular elements. Tube elements are in any case virtually necessary for “compacted” coil loaded arrays, to assist in keeping the bandwidth of operation wide even with the reduced element lengths which tend to produce a low radiation resistance, and hence a sharper tuning beam of reduced bandwidth. Thick elements help to broaden the bandwidth of the beam, and reduce losses which may be quite high in beams of close spacing plus loaded “compacted” elements. The use of a centre loading coil in the radiator has one feature that is an advantage, as it enables the feeder to be matched in by tapping across the centre turns of the coil (Fig. 5), or by using a link winding as in Fig. 6. The efficiency of the famous Moseley beams marketed by the American Moseley Electronics Corporation is greatly assisted by the use of this link coil centre-feeding system. The U.S.A. satellite project is in fact using many of these Moseley beams for timing signal and other communication links, a tribute to their efficiency.

A further method of broad banding a compacted beam is to use “skeleton” forms of “fat” elements, somewhat on the lines of the “fat” groundplanes previously described. While there is no space to describe the innumerable variants possible upon this theme of fattened elements, one typical illustration is shown in Fig. 7. This is coil loaded, and resonated by squeezing or pulling the coil turns. A radiator of this type may be fed by the link coil system referred to above, and a reflector of similar construction may be suitably spaced to provide a simple two-element compacted beam. Such an aerial should be docile and easy to load up on frequency. Due to the “broad-banding” effect of the skeleton “fat” elements, operation over a good bandwidth is feasible.

A beam of high gain and directivity is of little use if it cannot be operated over more than a narrow band frequency. Tubing elements rather than wire,

![Fig. 5: Compact coil loaded dipoles may be fed by tapping the feeder into the centre of the loading coil.](image)

and tunings which will provide approximately the same gain, but often with marked variations of the dipole radiator feed impedance. Here again the use of two close spacing is to be avoided if possible. A close-spaced three-element beam may have little or no gain over a wide-spaced two-element beam that occupies about the same physical area. Moreover “compacting” techniques should also be applied with caution, as these become very tricky with close-spaced multiple-element beams. Indeed, a wide-spaced full-length element beam would probably perform about as well as a multiple-element beam with compacted elements and close spacing between elements. For a three-element beam a reflector spacing of around .15 wavelength plus a director spacing of .20 to .25 wavelengths is a good compromise.

![Fig. 6: Coax loaded elements enable coaxial cables to be matched in by a small, tightly coupled link winding wound over the loading coil, a very efficient and handy method of feeding “compacted dipole” elements.](image)

or skeleton “fat” elements bent from number 10 gauge wire or thin tubing are the solution to broadbanding requirements, providing that the beam elements are not spaced too closely. For simple two-element beams the .10 to .20 spacing will be found satisfactory.

A More Complex Problem

In the case of three or more element beams the situation becomes more complex, as there is an almost unlimited number of combinations of element spacings

![Fig. 7: A loaded element may be broad-banded by skeleton “Fat” construction from bent wire.](image)

![Fig. 8: One form of “gamma match” for feeding the radiator from coaxial. The variable condenser assists in the final loading adjustments to give a low S.W.R. on the coaxial.](image)
between gain and compactness. A reflector spacing of around .20 plus a director spacing of around .25 to .30 wavelengths will give slightly more gain.

A three-element wide-spaced beam will have a feed impedance of around 20 ohms, and folding the radiator element will provide a very good match into possibility several amateurs are interested in at the present time, including the writer! Yes, we mention reception, for the really keen SWL types who are the future "hams" of to-morrow will obtain pleasure from experiments with beams... even if only simple haywire "wire" affairs... in their searching of the

Fig. 9.—A "Flip-over" wire element beam supported on bamboo spreaders.

75-ohm twin cable. Despite the craze for coaxial cable, twin feeder is preferable for beam feeding, as the feed is symmetrical, and avoids the necessity for baluns, bazookas or Gamma Match feeds that are desirable with coaxial cable to avoid parasitic current effects to the coax outer sheath. The Gamma match is sketched in Fig. 8, as some may wish to try it. However, a variable condenser for cancelling residual inductive reactance at the "match" point is advisable to obtain the best transfer of power with a "flat" coaxial line.

A further idea for those in restricted locations, or those who cannot erect rotary beams, is the use of fixed or semi-fixed wire element beams. Thus a two-element "flip-over" beam strategically erected between spreaders, as shown in Fig. 9, would enable the beam to be turned over to cover two directions. Thus, in one direction W and VE: might be covered in a N.W. direction, and ZB, ZS, CN8 and MP4 in a S.E. direction by flipping the beam over so that the director and radiator were changed over for the second direction to the rear. An even simpler and less energetic solution would be to clip on or off a short extra length of wire so that the director became a reflector. Providing the wire and clip were kept conveniently to hand, this would enable an all "electronic" switch of direction to be effected by the simple alteration of the effective length of the parasitic element by adding the experimentally determined length. It is a simple extension to this to devise a three-element fixed beam, the direction of which could be reversed by removing the additional wire length from the reflector which would thus become a director, and attaching it to the erstwhile director to convert it to a reflector, thus again "electronically" reversing the direction of "fire" of the fixed beam array. Indeed, with some ingenuity, the resources of even a small garden, particularly on ten, could be exploited in turn with temporary "fixed reversible" wire beams to sample the DX possibilities of several different directions. Moreover, for some special feat, such as receiving or contacting a "rare DXpedition," a multiple-element fixed beam of high gain could be erected for the occasion, a

Fig. 10.—"Buck-folding" of beam elements permits of compact arrays without use of loading coils. short-wave bands. A "beam" array of some kind in fact need not be an expensive and elaborate rotary affair mounted on a 60ft. tower, and experiments with beams, even with three- and four-element beams, need not cost more than the cost of the wire and insulators involved. In fact, the writer some 10 years ago had a very nice three-element indoor 10-metre beam made from wire elements. Try it sometime and remember that like other forms of "compacted" arials, the ends of the elements, wire or tube, may be bent hanging down, or even doubled back (Fig. 10) to conserve space, even to halving the lateral spread of the beam elements. Let your motto be not to sigh for the unobtainable, but to obtain it in some form or other. You may not work or hear all the DX, but you will have fun and improved results over plain dipoles or lengths of wire. Assuming you have a restricted space you will not have a long wire, and even if you have, you might fill in the "nolls" earlier referred to, by a simple "wire element" two- or three-element beam.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION JULY ISSUE NOW ON SALE PRICE 1s. 3d.

The current issue of our companion paper, PRACTICAL TELEVISION, now on sale, contains a constructive article on a form of aerial which is very popular in America but which is not seen much in this country. Known as the Rhombic this type of aerial is very good for fringe areas, but occupies a fair amount of space. Those who are interested in aerial experiments will find this article full of valuable information.

Another article containing information which hitherto has been lacking is "TV without mains," a service engineer's account of methods of operating a TV receiver in districts which have no mains facilities. A new frame pulse separator is also described, together with two separate articles on fault finding. One deals with A.G.C. circuits only, and the other with Fault Finding without Instruments. A further explanation is given of Colour TV, together with details of a new test instrument which has been developed to test the "phase of colour" signals, whilst other articles deal with a Surplus Valve (the EF54), Smaller Picture Tubes, the Scottish TV Centre, and the usual features.
HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM

187 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY

SUMMER DAYS AHEAD—have a gay holiday with the HIWAYMAN All-dry battery portable. 4 valves and high efficiency Ferrite rod aerial. Medium and Long Waves. Full constructional details and price list. PRICE 1/6. Total building cost approx. £7.10.0.

All parts in stock for the Repanco "Three Dee" Dual Range Loudspeaker Transistor set. Constructional data and price list Price 9d.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Limited number of the fabulous QUAD F.M. Tuner £30.9.0. Details on request.

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE

A by-return service of all types and sizes. E.M.I., BASF, Scotch Boy, Ferrovoice, MSS, AGFA, Ferrograph, Puretone, C.O.D or C.W.O. S.A.E. for full list.

RST

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
11, Mitcham Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

ALL VALVES LISTED ARE NEW STOCK. QUANTITY ORDER AND POST FREE. MITCHAM 5947

The COMPANION

A new Transistor Pocket Portable using 3 Transistors and employing reaction, permeability tuning, and Ferrite aerial. Neat Plastic case measuring only 4 1/4 in. x 3 in. x 2 in.

Full Circuit Diagram, Wiring Details, Constructional Data and Price List. 9d. post paid.

JASON FM. Without doubt the most successful Home Constructor design ever produced. Complete kit of parts with valves. £7.7.6. Full constructional details with price list, price 2/-.

JASON ARGONAUT AM/FM tuner or receiver. All parts in stock. Full constructional data, price 2/-.

MORSE KEYS. New No. 2 Mk. III black bakelite keys with heavy duty adjustable brass contacts. Special purchase enables us to offer these at ONLY 1/6 EACH. Plus 6d. postage.

CHASSIS

Let us supply the chassis for your set. We are specialists in this field and actual makers of aluminium chassis. Supplied either plain or with the large and awkward holes already drilled.

UNDRIILLED ALUMINIUM CHASSIS

4 sides 1 3/4 in. deep 2 sides 2 1/2 in. deep
Welded Corners
7 in. x 4 1/2 in. 3/- ea.
7 in. x 4 in. 4/- ea.
9 in. x 6 in. 6/- ea.
11 in. x 7 in. 7/- ea.
11 in. x 7 1/2 in. 8/- ea.
13 in. x 9 in. 9/- ea.
14 in. x 11 in. 10/- ea.
16 in. x 14 in. 10/- ea.

Send sketch of your requirements for prices by return to:

Oliver & Randall Ltd.
53 Perry Hill, London, S.E.6
Radio and Automation

RADIO APPARATUS IS FINDING INCREASING USE IN MODERN COMMERCIAL
PRACTICE. SOME DETAILS ARE GIVEN HERE

(Continued from page 344, July issue)

As stated in the previous article, automation, as we know it in the present day, would not be possible unless the electronic valve had been discovered. I will now go further and state that automation could not progress except for the invention of the electronic computer.

The Computer

This is an electronic machine, constructed to be able to perform everything that can be done by a human operator equipped with a desk calculating machine, a set of volumes of tables, pencil and paper for recording intermediate results, and noting the required sequence of operations. Then he has to use his own brain for controlling these sequences until he gets a final result.

An electronic computer, if it is to be completely automatic, must be able to achieve this. Therefore, we may say that it must be able to perform the following operations:—

1. Arithmetical operations +, −, ×, ÷, \(^\frac{\pi}{\lambda}\).
2. Storage or memory.
3. Transfer data from one section to another.
4. Reception of data (incoming).
5. Supply of results.
6. Control.

Arithmetical Operations

Computers may be constructed to be binary or decimal, or both, by means of a binary/decimal matrix or vice versa. By binary is meant that numbers are represented in the scale of 2, and decimal in the scale of 10. For instance, in the binary scale the number 1011 would be \(1 \times 2^3 + 0 \times 2^2 + 1 \times 2^1 + 1\) and the number 7601 in the decimal scale would be \(7 \times 10^3 + 6 \times 10^2 + 0 \times 10^1 + 1\). Generally the binary system is used, as components and circuits are fewer than in the decimal scale. In the case of a computer acting as a control for a machine tool it is necessary to use the decimal scale as the measurements of the various jobs to be done are practically always to a decimal place.

Memory or Storage

It often becomes necessary when a complex operation is being carried out by the computer, that results of one stage of the operation be stored for a short time, until another stage has been worked out. Then the two results are integrated and the machine carries on with the operation. This can be achieved in several ways.

Firstly, a delay line may be used. A simple form is shown in Fig. 1. Here the electric pulse is converted into an acoustic pulse in the mercury and reconverted at the other end into an electric pulse. If the electric pulse has a spacing of 1 micro second, 150 cms. of mercury would hold 1,000 pulses, which is enough, in a binary system, to represent 30 numbers of 10 decimal digits each, and the information thus becomes available one each milli second. As a pulse group may be required to circulate many thousands or more, before being used, the pulse shape may deteriorate to such an extent as to be unrecognisable; therefore the amplified pulse itself is not transmitted, but is used to open the crystal gate so as to allow a new pulse from the pulse generator to reach the end of the delay line.

![Image of a computer and a diagram of a delay circuit.](Image)
Magnetic Storage

This is the method generally used. A magnetic tape or magnetic drum is used. These pass under a head which produces a magnetic field and magnetises the material with the data to be stored. There may be several writing heads and reading heads differently spaced so as to read or write at different positions on the tape or drum.

Some computers have two systems of storage. One, a high-speed storage of small capacity, mostly for arithmetical work, and a slow storage of much greater capacity with facilities for transfer between the two forms of storage.

The Pulse Generator

This is the heart of a computer, and here we go back to the thermionic valve as first used for radio.

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)

Fig. 2.—The operation of an arithmetical section.

The average pulse generator is generally a multivibrator circuit, although in small machines a squiggling type oscillator is often used. An amplifier is also required to ensure a pulse of sufficient amplitude is transmitted. Pulses are produced at a rate of about 100,000 per second. (Different makes and types, of course, vary.) These pulses are routed by gates. If a standard pattern of pulses is repeated every 20 pulse periods, that is, 0.2 milliseconds.

Operation (Arithmetical)

See Fig. 2. Here we see that the control opens or closes a gate according to the data supplied to it, and the pulses from the pulse generator then go to the electronic counter according to plan from control.

Control (Machine Tools)

Here we have automation doing a real job of work. Generally speaking the system used is as follows. A small computer is fed with the necessary data, as to measurements, in three dimensions. This is then transferred to a magnetic tape which is fed to the control box fitted to the machine tool. This control box is connected to an electronic servo-mechanism, which has absolute control over the work the tool has to do. It will keep it accurate to the data supplied by means of its error indicator (see Fig. 3). Under this method of control great accuracy and a definite saving in time and labour are achieved. Of course, in preparing the data for the machine a period of time is taken, but as this tape can be used time and time again, this period is reduced considerably.

Other Uses of Automation

Many other industries are now using automatic devices which are electronic in character. The railways, for instance, are using valves in track-signalling apparatus, and a new method of traffic control is being tested in which a train, with suitable white markings on it, is scanned as it passes by a control box, the movement of the train acting as the horizontal scan. This is amplified and can be read on a C.R.T.

Office Equipment

There are now many firms making this type of equipment. One that has just come into use is the electronic calculator. This is similar to a computer, but it only deals with the four basic arithmetical operations in controlled sequences as desired. The results are produced in punched card form. There is also the large computer, which can nearly be considered as the automatic office. It consists of an integrated system of units. Information can be stored on magnetic files and daily information added. Statistics and reports can be prepared in accordance with a preset programme.
THE LINEAR 'DIATONIC'
A 10-WATT HIGH FIDELITY ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIER WITH INTEGRAL PRE-AMP

A special feature is the compactness of the unit. Full advantage has been taken of latest component miniaturisation developments to produce a 10-watt Hi-Fi push-pull amplifier incorporating tone control pre-amplifier stages within the measurements of 10 x 6 x 6in.

In addition two high impedance input sockets are provided for microphone and grain, etc. Each input has its associated vol. control, five B.V.A. (Mullard) valves are employed. ECC83, ECC83, EL84, EL84, EZ81. H.T. and L.T. power supply point is included for a radio tuner.


Chassis finish stoved Blue—Grey hammer. HIGHEST QUALITY! Retail price MAXIMUM RELIABILITY AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD. Available through your local dealer, or leading mail order firms. Send S.A.E. for descriptive literature.

TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES to
LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD. 5-9 MAUDE STREET, LEEDS, 2.
Tel. 23116

Presenting the new HOMELAB range of SIGNAL GENERATORS

TYPE 2
100 kc/s. to 100 Mc/s CW or 400 ~ modulation. Audio signal for amplifier tests PRICE: £4.10.0d., p. & p. 5/-

TYPE 12
100 kc/s. to 130 Mc/s. Sine and square wave modulation at 1,000 ~. Sine or square wave signal for amplifier tests PRICE £8.10.0d., p. & p. 5/-

TYPE 20
An AM/FM signal generator covering all modern radio and TV requirements up to 240 Mc/s PRICEx£15.15.0d., p. & p. 5/-

Send stamp for full details of above, and also our Mullard FM Tuner complete with power supply PRICE: £12.0.0d.

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
615-617, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
Telephone: LEYtonstone 6851
**TRANSMITORS**

**JUNCTION TYPE P-N-P**

**British Manufacture**

| RED-SPOT 800 0-4 Audio Frequency | 10 G | 24,000 | F.F. and L.F. | 30-50 |
| WHITE-SPOT 2.5 Mc. | R.F. and L.F. | 30-50 |

All Transistors are tested and guaranteed. N.B. The Red-Spot is similar to Mullard 0417.

**Superseding The Popular**

"Pre-Selected Transistor-Seven"

The New

"TRANSMITOR—8"

Push-Pull Portable Superhet Can be built for £11/10/.

This portable 8 Transistor Superhet is tunable for both Medium and Long Waves and is comparable in performance to many equivalent Commercial Transistor Sets. Simplified construction enables this set to be built easily and quickly into an attractive lightweight cabinet supplied.

**TEN STAR FEATURES**

- A Specially Selected Transistor
- 25 Millionfade-Tested Push Pull
- Medium and Long Waves
- Internal Ferrite Rod Antenna
- Triode High-Resistance Speaker
- Drilled Plastic Case 5 x 2 x 2 1/2 in.
- Point to Point wiring and practical layout
- Volume control
- Power-supplied by 4 x 1.5 volt battery
- Richly sensitive
- Attractive and compact

N.H. Pair of 0772's Supplied at additional cost of 40/.

Call and hear demonstration model.

**"EAVESDROPPER"**

**THREE TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO**

Pre-selected to receive the Main and Home Stations. Total cost of assembled Transistors, Transformers, Case, Condensers and Battery, etc., with circuit and plastic case, £7/7/6.

All items sold separately, with strech phone, £7. With Acro Mike, 90/.- With Min. Hearing Aid, £26.6.

**THE TELETRON "COMPANION"**

**THREE TRANSISTOR POCKET RECEIVER**

Medium and Long Waves

No Aerial or Earth Tuned H.F. Circuit. Adapts Transistors, 3 Transformers, 2 condensers, 2 speakers, 1 in Plastic Case and Cabinet size 14 x 2 x 3 in., and all components, Balanced Armature Output. Total cost £8/6.

ALL PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY

**TRANSMITORSIGNAL TRAUMER**

Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components, Planes with Circuit and plastic case, 45/6.

**TRANSMITOREXPLORER WAVE GENERATOR**

Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components, Planes with Circuit and plastic case, 25/.

**DIODES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R.F.</th>
<th>P.N.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>R.</th>
<th>F.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**"HOMELIGHT"**

**2 TRANSISTOR PERSONAL PORTABLE**

No Aerial or Earth Required

Pre-selected 2 Station Receiver

We can supply all components including 2 Transistors, Diode, Resistors, Condensers and Miniature Component Hearing Aid and Plastic Case size 5 x 2 x 1.5 in., and 1 x Battery. Total cost £7.55.

ALL ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY.

**"HOMELIGHT" ONE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER**

Build this pre-selected set which is powered by No. 5 battery. Total cost, including Transistor, Diode, Plastic Case and H.R. Earphone, 35/6.

**RETRANCO**

**HIGH GAIN TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS**

Ferrite slab aerial type FSs.—Super-sensitive aerial designed for transistor superhet portable receivers, for Long and Medium Wave reception. Each winding with correctly matched coupling coil for transistor input. Slab size: 5" x 1" x 3/4", Complete with pacolin fixing brackets. 13/6

**COMBINED OSCILLATOR AND 1st I.F. TRANSFORMER TYPE OTI.—**A fully-screened component 13/16 in. sq. x 1 in. I.F. Frequency 315 kc/s. 11/6.

2nd I.F. TRANSFORMER (1155 kc/s), Type TT2. 5/-

3rd I.F. TRANSFORMER (1155 kc/s), Type TT3. 5/-

These components are wound with Litz wire and enclosed in iron dust pots with slug tuning, thus ensuring extremely high gain. Each coil is accurately matched to the preceding and following circuits.

**PUSH-PULL INTERSTAGE TRANSFORMER TYPE TT4.—**Ratio 1:1 centre tapped. Stack size 1 x 1/16 x 7/16 in. 8 6.

**PUSH-PULL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER TYPE TT5.—**Ratio 5:1 centre tapped. Stack size 1 x 1/16 x 7/16 in. Complete co 3-ohm speaker. 8/6.

Transistor portable circuit (theoretical and practical) enclosed with each RETANCO Transistor Component.


**CONSTRUCTORS Still Say**

**!!IT'S THE BEST!!**

**THE SUPEREX "55" BATTERY PORTABLE**

**FOUR VALVE SUPERHET**

**LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE**

**CABINET SIZE:**

10½" x 8½" x 4½"

**LARGE ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER**

**87G MINIATURE VALVES**

**SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION**

**BUILDING COST**

Price £7.15.0 plus 4/- carriage

Send 1/- for SUPEREX "55" CONSTRUCTION BOOKLET.

**SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE**

**SUPERIOR RADIO SUPPLIES**

37 HILL SIDE, STONEBRIDGE, N.W.10.

Tel: ELCAR 3644.
A High-cycle Transformer

Sir,—Readers who are interested in using the high-cycle transformer described in the June issue by Mr. Stebbings may like to know that the transformer can easily be converted to an efficient heater transformer.

Only 23 turns are needed and there is ample room to accommodate them. These should be connected in series with the original 6.3 and 5 volt windings so that the voltages add up. This arrangement will give 6.3 volts when the H.T. winding is used as a primary as described in the article. If an output of 4 volts is also needed, then the new winding alone should be used. The gauge of the wire depends on the current required: 18 s.w.g. wire is sufficient for 3 amp consumption.—M. H. Kubra (W.9).

SIR,—In reply to many letters asking for a design for a power pack for the tape recorder with isolating transformer, a circuit diagram is given above for a suitable unit.

The transformer should have a secondary winding of 350-0-350 volts at 150 mA, and a 6.3 volts 3-4 amps for heaters, and 5 volt 2 amp rectifier supply. The valve is a 524G. No other extra components are required.—B. L. Phillips (Preston).

The power pack for the tape recorder.

BBC Staff

SIR,—My attention has been called to the editorial in your June issue, to which members of this Association take very great exception. On the question of programme content, and the desirability or otherwise of broadcasting matter not specifically directed at the Lowest Common Multiple of popular intelligence, it is a job rather of the British Broadcasting Corporation than myself to reply to your strictures. One would have thought that the Corporation’s many years’ experience, and the high reputation which it has established among civilised people for the quality of its programmes, would, however, be sufficient answer to criticisms of this kind.

Your criticisms of the quality of BBC staff, who are members of this Association, cannot so easily be disregarded. Let me assure you that the standard of appearance, whether sartorial or tonsorial, of the people who work in broadcasting is fully in keeping with their status as public servants. They include “people of ripe experience in the entertainment field and in the realms of literature,” who in addition to these qualities combine a profound knowledge of broadcasting. Excluding staff employed on Britain’s broadcasts abroad, a national service, available for practically three-quarters of the day, seven days a week, is accomplished on a statistical basis of one broadcasting employee to every 5,000 population. —T. L. Littlewood (General Secretary).

R1155—Power Pack

SIR,—I should like to draw your attention to the power supply connections for the R1155 as given in the September, 1956, issue of your magazine. The heater should be 6.3 volts not 5.3 volts.

If the H.T. is connected to pin seven, then the D.F. stages are brought into operation. I suggest, however, that all connections are traced as various manufacturers have their own ideas about these connections.—N. A. Curney (Bishop Auckland).
For those readers who are interested in classical music, "The Fifteenth Variation" was a tribute to Figaro on the occasion of the centenary of his birth. The analogy in the title lies in the finale of the immortal "Figaro Variations," the last of which is a self-portrait. Revised and introduced by Alex Robertson and produced by Charles Parker, it consisted of eulogies by a galaxy of musicians who knew him, and who filled an hour with their personal reminiscences of the master. It was done in the standard BBC formula of such programmes, and was one of the best of them that I can recall.

Should such a programme contain adverse as well as laudatory comment? Doubtless, this problem has been well thrashed out. Setting out as a "tribute," and not a "criticism," the answer would seem to be "no." The trouble is that it makes the programme very lopsided and mambypamby. Although Figaro, when he chose, could be an overwhelming genius, he had many detractors among practising musicians. Wouldn't their opinions, concluding with the defence, give such a programme much more bite and fillip, add zest to the desire to discuss it among listeners, and raise generally its level both as entertainment and instruction?

It is the same with their private lives. How cheering and comforting it would be to learn that these great men sometimes did as we ourselves do: arrived home, a little bit "muddled," lose our temper over some trifles or other, or to be real human on occasion - as it is certain they were. But no, they must always be drawn as paragons of perfection, just as they must always be supremely great in everything they do in their particular line of work.

"The Critics"

I was surprised to hear "The Critics," one and all, fairly "lay in" to the new panel game, "My Word," which I had praised on this page. I thought they passed a harsh judgment. One of them said she could not hear a word chairman John Arlott said. This fairly staggered me.

Documentary

Another meritorious documentary was "The Fabulous Videoq," with script by Eric Ewens, based on material supplied by P. J. Stead. Videoq was the first chief of the modern Sûreté Nationale, having started his career in Napoleon's day as a spy and a detective. He was originally a convict. With Donald Wolfitt in the title role, an interesting and, at times, exciting narrative was assured.

"Any Answers?" is advertised as "a radio correspondence column in which listeners add their comments to the views expressed in last Friday's "Any Questions?"

I wonder if it is really necessary? Granted that it is fairly amusing and entertaining, are not the questions sufficiently thrashed out by the four experts who, in their chairman's frequently reiterated words, seldom agree, and whose wanderings from the original starting point "just aren't true?" What it really sets out to do is to animate the correspondence columns of a daily paper. The result, however, is to bring Mr. and Mrs. Muggins into our programmes, instead of leaving them quietly listening-in in their homes. The person who would read the paper at home aloud, would soon be "told off," by those he was hoping vainly to entertain.

Music

An anthology of words and music, inspired by that most romantic and appealing of birds, the lark, made it a pleasant half hour. Selected and presented by James Fisher and Geoffrey Grigson, it brought back nostalgic memories of summer evenings, the river and harvesting. It concluded, almost inevitably I suppose, with a bit of Vaughan Williams's "The Lark Ascending," for violin; a work I find boring and repetitive. So is the lark repetitive, you may well say. But, whereas the one has an ethereal and quite incomparable charm, the other is its naked bones.

The Bristol Old Vic Company gave Miles Malleson's translation of Molière's masterpiece, "Le Misanthrope," under the title "The Slave of Truth." Mr. Malleson compared. His translations are always diamond-bright and the original French atmosphere considerably anglicised. The Bristol players did it full justice, except that Rachel Robert's Célimène seemed a bit underplayed.

A new series has started of the panel game, "Call the Tune," under its old chairman, Joseph Cooper. The panel was made up of Joyce Grenfell, Stephan Potter and Wynford Vaughan-Thomas. Although specially designed on rather unsophisticated lines, no one among the three seemed to have an undue share of musical perception; not even Mendelssohn's "Fingal's Cave" overture was recognised. Mr. Cooper, as I remarked last season, makes a genial and hospitable chairman, though on this occasion his presiding remarks lacked spontaneity, and sounded as though read from a script. Dennis Brain was the guest.

The Proms will be with us again before this article is in print. One talks glibly, as a rule, of how life has changed since two world wars took a hand at changing it. But few things I can recall, mark those new shapes so completely as the massive, hippopotomium-dinosaur symphony concerts, that rightly draw the musically moronic to Kensington every late summer.
OSCILLATOR COILS, as specified for the "P.W." Hi-Fi recorder, the Hatfield Oscillator coil is the only one sold with a guarantee of "less than 0.03 of 1 per cent. distortion" using only one valve, and backed by an N.P.L. report, 10/6 post free. Patent app. for.

REJECTOR COILS, 40 db. rejection (in practice far better than "double T" circuit), 5/6 post free, or 15/6 with Osc. coil.

HATFIELD RADIO have been making tape recorders since 1952 and at present are offering two models:—

The VIKING at 46 gns. using the MOTEK deck and Hatfield coils as above. The VIKING Mark 3, using the COLLARO Mark 3 deck and a unique method of coupling the amplifier to the deck which eliminates the bugbear of instability. Patent app. for. 52 gns.

COLLARO Mark 3 deck with Hatfield Pre-Amplifier built on and tested ready to use with your own amplifier, 28 gns. or with Motek deck, 26 gns.

Complete amplifiers to suit Lane or Brellin decks, £12.15.0.

Any of above decks supplied for cash or terms. 50 per cent. down and balance in 12 monthly payments, or one-sixth down and 8 m.p.s.

Call or write:—

HATFIELD RADIO

LYONS RADIO LTD.
Dept. M.P., 2 GOLDSHAW ROAD,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone: SHEPHERDS BUSH 179

HAND GENERATORS Mk. 2. Manually operated, originally designed for power supplies. The converters are for the American Transmitters types 111 and 118 but, of course, suitable for a variety of other purposes. Nominal rating is H.T. 162 v. D.C. at 60 m.A. and 3.1 v. D.C. at 15 m.A. A. (with suitable heatings. A built-in filter unit provides adequate smoothing and suppression. Ideal for portable rig. Weight of generator approx. 14 lb., and of converter 61 x 61 x 531ins. In good condition and unused, with carrying haversack. PRICE 30/6, carriage 6/6. We can also supply the combined mounting legs and seat for these generators as a separate item. PRICE 7/6, carriage 2/6.

0/500 MICROAMMETERS. Moving coil type. 21½ ins. dia., bakelite case. £17/6. each.

AMERICAN L.P.F. UNITS. Contains wealth of useful components, including relays, 10 valves (6557E, 215E,R, 21586B) and a rotary converter rated at 90 v. D.C. output. For use where an amplifier is not available. One of converters is fitted with blower fan which operates from either 6 v. or 12 v. batteries. The other is fitted with a brick box, easily removed if desired, and the two driving shafts which protrude rotate at approx. 4 and 10 r.p.m. for 12 v. input and about half this for 6 v. input. In good condition. PRICE ONLY 30/6., carriage 9/6.

HOME WORKSHOP KITS. Quality tools by Bridges, includes equipment for power drilling, screwing, cutting, turning, polishing, etc. Complete kits from £3.8.6 to £22.15.0. Can be yours for as little as 50/- deposit, £2 5/6. S.A.E. for full particulars.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO COURSES . . .
GET A CERTIFICATE!

QUALIFY AT HOME—IN SPARE TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study

...undertaken at home in your spare time...YOU can secure your professional qualification. Prepare for YOUR place in the war-at-home boom in Radio. Let us show you how!

FREE GUIDE


Write now for your copy of this invaluable publication. It may well prove to be the turning point in your career.

FOUNDED 1885—OVER 150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 461), 148, HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.1.

ALFRED PADGITT
40, MEADOW LANE, LEEDS II

T E L : C L E R K E H A T O N 59

SPECIAL OFFER—Red Spot Transistors, 7 ø each. Crystal Diodes, 10d., each. Post 2/6, each.

MIXED RESISTORS. 5, 2, 1 and 1 watt types. Box of one dozen, 1 5. Post 9d.


PLUG BUTTON UNIT with six C.P.O. type coloured wedge type lamp, 1/6. Post 2/6.

NEW WELL—MADE 100-1 MOTOR DRIVES. Fits 1½, 3½, 6½. Post 2/6.

MIXED H.A. NUTS AND BOLTS—Half a pound box, 1/6. Post 6d.

PAINT.—High gloss. Ideal for chassis Quick drying. Red, light blue, dark blue, black, green, yellow and silver, 2/6 per pint. Post 2/6.

HARD VALENS.—With 90 days' guarantee. Post 9d. per valve: dia. 9½, 1½ less 5½/6. Post free. 1927M, 4 ½; 1928M, 4; 1929M, 3; 1930M, 2; 1931M, 1; 1257M, 4; 1258M, 3; 1259M, 2; 1260M, 2; 1261M, 1; 1262M, 1; 1263M, 1; 1264M, 1. 10/6, 15/. For 1257M, 4, 1258M, 3; 1259M, 2; 1260M, 2; 1261M, 1; 1262M, 1; 1263M, 1; 1264M, 1. 10/6, 15/. £3 for 10 sets 25/. To 15/. 4/6, 11/6.

MODERN MACHINES.—Any of above, 10/6, 15/6, 20/6, 25/6.

MODERN MACHINES.—Any of above, 10/6, 15/6, 20/6, 25/6.

RADIO, TELEPHONE, ELECTRICITY.—Small course. 12/6 to 6/6. £12, 14/6. £25. 7½/. Post 2/6.

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD
90 BELSIZE LANE LONDON

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD
90 BELSIZE LANE LONDON

Telegrams: Troassound, Haver

N.W.3 Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 9432-3

SOUND ENGINEERS FOR 21 YEARS

TAPE RECORDING

HIGH FIDELITY

M8 RIBBON MICROPHONE

A high quality microphone with good output. Size only 1½" x 3½". With built-in transformer.

Mounted by three-pin plug and socket on flexible fitting with internal leads. The ribbon, although extremely thin, is secure against reasonable acoustic shock.


£8. 15. 0 List Price

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD
90 BELSIZE LANE LONDON

Telegrams: Troassound, Haver

N.W.3 Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 9432-3

SOUND ENGINEERS FOR 21 YEARS

ALFRED PADGITT
40, MEADOW LANE, LEEDS II

Tel.: CLEEPHEATH 59
MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS

We stock all the components for the Mullard Tape Amplifiers as described in the Mullard Tape Amplifiers Booklet.

RESISTOR KITS. LAB. All fixed and variable resistors as specified in Model A.

CONDENSER KITS. Model A. 33: Model B. 35. These kits are made up for the Brelent and Collaro Decks. If Lane or Truvox Decks are being used this must be stated when ordering.

CABLES. SUPPLIED. — Gilbert OPT-767, 25 ft. Eiseone OT/3, 21 ft., Partridge SVO 1, 60 ft.

ELCOS PLUGS AND SOCKETS. PO4 Chassis Plug, 3.5 ft. PO4 Socket A.

IGRANIC JACK SOCKETS. P71 3 J., P72 3 J., Bulgen Jack Plugs to fit 3.5. BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Speaker Socket, L19. Red and Black, Latch, L79. Plugs to fit 106. each, Co-Ax Socket 8754, 1s. L6054, 1s. L737 Plugs to fit 1 J. Each.
News from the Trade

COSMOCORD POLYSTYRENE MICROPHONE

A NEW type of microphone is now being manufactured by Cosmocord, Ltd., using Styron 475 polystyrene. These microphones are of unique style and are extremely compact and attractive in appearance. They have excellent tonal qualities, and are particularly suitable for use in conjunction with most tape recorders.—Cosmocord, Ltd., Waltham Cross, Herts.

ELECTRONIC MIXER UNIT

THE latest thing for the tape-recording enthusiast is a four-channel electronic mixer unit incorporating a pre-amplifier. This device will extend the field of tape recording enormously, enabling the user independently to fade in or fade out up to three microphone inputs plus one additional channel. Under certain circumstances it is possible to control a total number of six microphones simultaneously. This compact, self-contained unit can be put to a number of uses in conjunction with a tape recorder. For example, if you are recording a produced play at home you can use two microphones for the actors’ voices, one microphone for manual sound effects, and the additional channel for incidental music or recorded sound effects. Each control works independently and the user is thus able to fade the sound from any particular source at will. The Grundig GMU3 Electronic Mixer Unit also has the facility for monitoring by a pair of headphones and the built-in magic eye ensures that the recording is being made at the correct level.

These mixer units will operate with any past or present Grundig tape recorders and are suitable for use with most types of microphone. The complete unit costs 16 gns. and is obtainable from Grundig agents all over the country.—Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., 39-41, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

NEW R.C.A. VALVE

THE R.C.A. Electron Tube Division has recently announced a medium-mu twin triode designated as the 6350. It is a 9-pin miniature type designed for use in a wide variety of applications in electronic computers particularly of the high-speed digital type, and in other “on-off” control equipment.

In such service, the 6350 maintains its emission capabilities even after long periods of operation under cut-off conditions, and, therefore, provides good consistency of plate current during its “on” cycles. Furthermore, balance of cut-off bias between the two units is closely controlled during manufacture. Production controls correlated with typical electronic computer operating conditions as well as rigorous tests for inter-electrode leakage, high-resistance and intermittent shorts, and cathode inter-face, insure long dependable performance from the 6350.

The 6350 has separate terminals for each cathode to facilitate flexibility of circuit arrangement, and a mid-tapped heater to permit operation from either a 6.3-volt or a 12.6-volt supply.

Technical bulletin for the 6350 is available upon request.—R.C.A., Gt. Britain, Ltd., Lincoln Way, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

NEW LOW-PRICED EKCO CAR RADIO

A NEW Ekco quality car radio receiver which, together with a styled installation kit, sells at only 20 gns. (tax paid), and can easily be fitted in practically any make or year of car, is announced by E. K. Cole, Ltd.

Exceptionally neat and compact, this new receiver, Model CR280, combines the receiver and power units in one assembly occupying no more space than the majority of receiver units alone.

The four-valve superhet receiver unit covers long and medium wavebands with excellent sensitivity and selectivity, while the high standard of reproduction is assisted by negative feed-back. Other features of the receiver unit include a self-rectifying synchronous vibrator, a glare-free floodlit scale, a single slide-action wavechange and easy-to-handle controls.

The standard receiver, finished in dove-grey with a chromium escutcheon, black scale with white figures and black control knobs, is attractively designed to blend with any fascia panel and interior.

Dimensions : 2in. high by 7in. wide by 7in. deep.

A choice of four speaker assemblies is available, together with a wide range of aerials.

Price : 20 gns. tax paid (including receiver and power unit together with installation kit styled for practically any type of car).—E. K. Cole, Ltd., Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
MATCH TEST INDICATOR

A USEFUL type of symmetrical directional coupler employs coupled transmission lines. One physical form of the device employs lead-covered cable. The manufacture of such a coupler entails accurate milling of the flats on the cable, a great care in soldering lest the polythene insulant should melt.

By employing strip-line instead of cable, a printed circuit equivalent is possible and an actual coupler, comprising a through line and two auxiliary lines, has been manufactured. The instrument serves as a match indicator, reflectometer, and true output power monitor over the frequency range 150-500 Mc/s. Standing-wave ratios down to 1:2 to 1 can be measured at 500 Mc/s with an accuracy of 20 per cent. It is simple, compact and robust.

The printed circuit is made from a laminated paper board copper clad on both sides. One side of the board consists of three short sections of transmission line, each having a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms. On the other side of the board the copper is retained. The transmission lines are therefore single strip above an earth-plane type, with laminated-paper dielectric.

The middle strip-line carries the radio-frequency energy and the two auxiliary strip-lines, one on each side of the main line, are coupled to it by virtue of their mutual capacitances and inductances. The direction of the current so induced in each auxiliary line due to the couplings is such that the two components will tend to cancel in one direction and add in the opposite direction. The resulting voltages obtained across the auxiliary line terminations are, therefore, dependent on the direction of power flow in the main line, i.e., the unit will exhibit directional properties.

— Millett, Levens Group, Stirling Corner, Barnet By-Pass, Borehamwood, Herts.

HIGH FIDELITY FABRICS

SIMPSON & GODLEE of Manchester, long established as producers in the textile industry, recently appointed Austin W. Farrell to institute their New Fibres Development Division.

Under the family brand name of "Simplan," Farrell is designing "engineered" fabrics for the radio, television, furniture, motorcar and other industries, specifically to meet each industry's needs.

First into production after six months of preparatory work is a brand new radio and television high-fidelity fret fabric, featuring a combination of excellent acoustical and technical qualities with outstanding artistic design created in Simpson and Godlee's own studies. The designs now available present new possibilities to the cabinet designer, with refreshingly novel styling and textures, but Simpson & Godlee welcome invitations to design fabrics exclusively to meet individual requirements.

"MY LADY CATHERINE" BATTERY PORTABLE

VIDOR announce an additional bright new colour combination for their very popular portable receiver "My Lady Catherine," which has enjoyed sensational sales.

The new colour is in Cambridge blue and light grey with attractive primrose yellow scales and trim. The price remains at 11½ guineas, deliveries to commence immediately.—Vidor Ltd., Erith, Kent.

PHILIPS A.M. F.M. CAR RADIO

WHAT is believed to be the first A.M. F.M. car radio to be launched in this country by a leading manufacturer was introduced by Philips Electrical Ltd. on 1st June, 1957.

Known as Model X61V this new high quality receiver sells at a retail price of 49 gns. (list £37.16s. 8d. (including £2 9s. 6d. for Suppression Equipment) plus P.T. £13 12s. 4d.). It employs seven valves and rectifier and covers long, medium and F.M. wave-bands. There are push buttons for station and waveband selection. An outlet socket for operating the "Philishave" dry shaver is incorporated.

A separate power supply unit is provided and the set can be adapted for 6-volt or 12-volt operation.

**Specification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valve</th>
<th>A.M.</th>
<th>F.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.F. Amplifier</td>
<td>EF89</td>
<td>ECC85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Changer</td>
<td>ECH81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st I.F. Amplifier</td>
<td>EF85</td>
<td>EF89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd I.F. Amplifier</td>
<td>EF85</td>
<td>EF85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd I.F. Amplifier</td>
<td>EF85</td>
<td>EF42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector and A.F. Amplifier</td>
<td>EABC80</td>
<td>EABC80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.F. Output</td>
<td>EL84</td>
<td>EL84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Harmonics**—Long 1,053-2,000 m. Medium 186-583 m. F.M. 87-100 Mc/s.

**Controls**—On/off and volume. Tuning. Tone (continuously variable). Five push buttons for station and waveband selection.

**Power Supply**—6 v. or 12 v.

**Consumption**—55 watts.

**Cabinet**—Metal, dark grey lacquer. Chrome plated escutcheon.

**Dimensions**—Control Unit, 6½ in. x 2½ in. x 5½ in.

**Power supply unit, 8½ in. x 3½ in. x 5½ in.**

**Features**—High Sensitivity: Small dimensions for easy mounting. Push button operation for station and waveband selection. Speaker—7 in. complete with baffle and "Philite" housing.

**Price**—49 gns. (Tax paid).

—Philips Electrical Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

**WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS**

I DID IT MYSELF!

You will say—and it is so easy...

GET THE RODING HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK

Our series of unique LIFE-SIZE “EASY-AS-A.B.C.” CONSTRUCTION SHEETS illustrate how really simple radio assembly can be for the Home Constructor! If you have average ability then you could tackle any, or all, of the LARGE RANGE OF GUARANTEED OUTIFITS knowing that with the help of our pre-aligned units and prefabricated chassis, failure is virtually impossible! So previous knowledge is necessary.

The latest issue of this Handbook is beautifully printed on glossy art paper with a full colour cover and backshop with technical data, set building and servicing hints, facts and formula, resistance colour code, soldering hints, etc., together with descriptions, full parts lists and circuits of many modern receivers, tape recorder, speaker units, communications sets, etc., etc. (for list sec previous ads.) Send $2.10 (plus 4d. post).

Our renowned “Easy-as-A.B.C.” FULL SIZE Construction sheets for any of these units are available FREE with orders enabling even the beginner to get professional results first time! Coil packs and I.F.'s pre-aligned. We supply ALL parts for ALL circuits.

Thousands of technical customers all over the world!

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN A BOOK SO VALUABLE TO NOVICE AND EXPERT ALIKE! GET YOUR COPY—DON'T DELAY—SEND 2/10 TODAY!

RODING LABORATORIES
(Dept. TC68) Bournemouth Airport, Christchurch, Hants

BUILD THIS AUTHENTIC JASON F.M. KIT

When built this famous Jason F.M. Tuner provides good sensitivity, with freedom from drifts and highest quality reproduction. Output 0.5 v. Chassis supplied ready punched, together with genuine exclusive Jason coil and dial assemblies, etc. Useful range—60 miles: fringe area version available. Book of the Jason F.M. Tuner (Data Publications), 2/- or 2/1 post free. Detailed price list on application.

Complete kit of quality Fringe-area version (less components (less valves), power-pack kit, £2.19.

- JASON "ARGONAUT" A.M.-F.M. KITS
For building as a tuning unit or complete self-powered receiver. Book by Data Publications, 2/- (2/3 post free).

FROM LEADING STOCKISTS, or in case of difficulty:
JASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.
328 Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.
Phone: SPE. 7050

PROOFS BROS. LTD. LANingham 0141.
Deopt ' P.,' 52, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Show Hours: 9-6 p.m., Thursday, 9-1 p.m. Open all day Saturdays.

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO.
25, DOMINION AVE., LEEDS, 7.

For the home constructor...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALVES</th>
<th>6S17</th>
<th>7A2</th>
<th>687M</th>
<th>VR36</th>
<th>VT501</th>
<th>12H16</th>
<th>6L7</th>
<th>12A6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12SC7</td>
<td>0Z4</td>
<td>6AC7</td>
<td>VR54</td>
<td>6H6</td>
<td>12H7</td>
<td>6V5</td>
<td>6J6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6G6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6SN7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>12Y4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5G6</td>
<td>6J6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On orders up to 4 please allow 3d. postage on each.


TOGGLE SWITCHES. Double Pole On-Off 230v. 6 Amp. Price 2/- each, post paid. New in packets.

MAINS CHANGING TRANSFORMER. (Admiralty Pattern) 230/100-110-110 v. Separate primary and secondary with carved iron winding between. Totally enclosed in 7in. x 6in. x 8in. black case with detachable lid exposing terminal block and tapping link. Secondary very conveniently rated at 0.44 Amp. £1 each, post paid.

CO-AXIAL CHANGE-OVER RELAY. Type 77A. Size 2in. x 4in. x 12in. Price 3/6 each, post paid.

BLOCK CONDENSERS. 10 mf. 500 v. wkg. Size 3in. x 4in. x 2in. Base mounting, 7/- post paid.

BC10 TUNING UNITS. 2-2.5 Mc/s. 10/- p.p.

CARBON HAND MICROPHONE. Type 4 with lead. New and boxed. 7/6 each, plus 1/- post.

August, 1957
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

4 VALVES
- STABLE
- EASY CONSTRUCTION

PROOFS
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS

AMERICAN TRIPPLET METERS, 4.5, 6.3, 12.6, A.C., D.C., 1.5, 6,000 ohm, D.C. M.A., etc. £5 10. each. U.S.A. Precision series 134-4 Multi Range Voltmeter £5 10. each. All boxed with leads. £5 6. D.C. M.O. Black Dock, Victoria, 17 6. 6.500fts. sq. in. Precision Changes, 5th. hand. 17 6. S.A.E. for list. etc. 175, Brevittman Road, Wallisdown, F.17.

5,000 ft. Resistors, 1w. 10,000 ohms £10. 3,000 ft. Resistors, etc. £7 12.000 ohm condensers £1.3. 13,000 Electrolytic condensers 25 cts. £15. 3,000 Headbands. £10. 250 condensers. 12 1,000 ft. capacitors. 0.1, 900 V. D.C. etc. £10. 300 condensers. 0.1 into 900 V. D.C. etc. £8. GRANGER. 21, St. S. Rd. Handsworth. Birmingham, 21.


POWER IN PACKETS. . . . Volts by the Ton. . . and still more. Hordes of thousands of volts in a line underground and above ground. Promise honoured owing to a forty lucky buy. We reduce prices on each list of types and stamp for our illustrated catalogue or for reduced price supplement. Send now while stocks last. £8.6 x 14, cylinder type H. 10 for 7/- and 5/- for 10/- each. Radnor St. Hulme. Manchester, 15.


AMERICAN MAGAZINES. Your subscription "Audio" 35. High Fidelity. 50. Spec copies 4. 5c. Cat. free. WILLS 1rdr. 40. 9, Drapers Grns. £2.25.

JASON FM TUNERS, new, selected, complete. £5. carriage paid. W.C. 2, Westland Rd. H.2, Cavendish Road, Ilmington. London. N.8.


ATTENTION! Our famous "Olympus" pre-Amp is now fitted to this new model. T.V. Tape Deck now incorporates push-pull oscillator complete with power pack. 40c. Easy terms and full information on request. SOUND TAPE VISION. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi. 21, Fern Hill. Princes Rd. London, W.2. (011) 259287.

CHECK YOUR TAPE RECORDER. We supply standard Tapes recorded on the first 1300, with Hi-Fi quality recording at reasonable cost. Scotch Roy. 600 ft. 21. 1,200 ft. 35. BISHPHAM R.A.D. LTD. 131, Rea Bank Rd. Blackpool.


OSMOR NEWS. F.M. Switch-tuned Frequency Controlled Tuning Unit. Circuits and full information available. On request. OSMO RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. 410, Brighton Road, S. Cowley.


MIDDLESBROUGH. Largest, stocks on N-East. most sought after. Radio, TV components, FM Kits, Grams, Cabinets, Tape Decks, Loudspeakers, Valves, etc. Contact F. M. PALMER, 106. KnapULK Road. (Telephone 3566).


F.M. AERIALS chosen from manufacturers. Examples: Indoor Telescopic Dipole. VHF must and have £15. Outdoor with mast and base £25. 6. T.V. Indoor Combined. 1 and 2 hands, 5 elements, 20-mile range. £5. T.V. Indoor Radii. 3 only. 27.6. + post free. Low Loss Cable, very cheap if ordered with above. Special items to aerials. Write for details. Skyline Works, Barnsley Rd. Coventry. (06108).

LOUDSPEAKERS required promptly. MODUF. LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE. Bunting Rd. Oxford.

When replying to Advertisements please mention "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
SITUATIONS VACANT

ROLLS-ROYCE
DERBY

have vacancies for

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

who have completed military service, to operate and maintain recording equipment used for Aero Engine Development. Good knowledge of basic principles of electronics necessary. Applicants accepted for these posts will be required to work alternate morning and afternoon shifts. The posts carry a salary of £600 per year upwards according to age and experience, together with additional payment for overtime and shift work. This is an excellent opportunity for men wishing to undertake varied and interesting work in an expanding section of the company’s electronic industry. Interviews can be arranged at any time, including evenings or Saturday mornings. Expenses paid. Apply: The Manager (E2), Technical Administration, Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby.

WANTED

GLASGOW. Cameras bought for cash or taken parti par exchange for 'T' V.'s, Players, or any modern equipment. VICTOR MORRIS, 406, Argyle St., Glasgow, C.2.

WANTED...Valves E51, 6CH6, 10F1, PL31, KT61, 6F1, FW4/500, 20D2, 20D1, 0P1, Specifications CARVIS LTD., 103, North St., Letchworth, 7.

ALL TYPES OF Valves required for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD., 38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (Phimrose 9939.)

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS

HOME RADIO, 32-page Illustrated booklet. Simple wiring instructions for Crystal Set, 1, 2, 3 Valvers, 2G, post 3d.

TRF COILS. Specified for 'Budgie' Push-button 4; 'All Dry 3 Board', 'Push-button 4', etc., 66 pr., post 6d. Push-button 4, new specification, modernisation.

DUAL WAVE HP Coil. Specified for 'Summer All Dry Portable', 'Modern 1 Valve', 'Modern 2 Valve', '7 G Battery Miniature', etc., 4.5, post 3d.

RTF miniature, 1'/2" x 1'/2" in cans. Extra high Q. Special offer. 8 pr., post 6d.

T Valve coil, AG. 1/.2 pr., 3/.6 pr., post 6d.

FRAME AERIALS. M.W., 5 pr., post 5d.

FOIL PACKS, L.M.S., 60d., post 1d.

Crystal Set Coils, L. & M.W., 3d., post 3d.

82 Centurion Road, Brighton

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

All parts in stock for:

Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleflex, etc.

Easy Terms available.

2d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE, ULVERSTON, LANS.

WANTED.—T/R Stations, type 907, RT18-ARC-1, AN-ARC-3, TR1934, TR1935, TR1936, T/R1957, W-582. Telephone and Telegraphic Terminal Units. Tracked or electrically tracked, type 3B, 1+4 Mk II, 1+1, 5+4, 3 ChDx, R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD., 7, High Street, Worthing, Sussex, (TV). Worthing 30181.

EDUCATIONAL

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.) on "no pass—no fee" terms. Over 95% successes. For full details of modern courses in all branches of Electrical Technology send for our 144-page handbook—free. B.E.E.T. (Dept. 242A), 29, Wright’s Lane, London, W.8.

LEARN IT as you do it. We provide practical experience combined with instruction in Radio, Television, Electricity, Mechanics, Photography, etc. Write for full details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. FW41, London, W.4.

A.M. Mech.E., A.M. Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds, etc., on "no pass—no fee" terms; over 95% successes. For details of exams and courses in all branches of engineering, building, etc., write for 144-page handbook—free. B.E.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 29, Wright’s Lane, London, W.8.


INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineers home study courses of Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding and authoritative. Moderate fees to a limited number of students only. Synopsis of Instructional Material on request.

"The Practical Radio Engineer" journal, sample copy 2/-, 6,000 Alignment Peeks for Superhet, 5/-; Membership and Entry Conditions booklet, 1/- All post free from the SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.


MERCHANT NAVY Wireless School, Overseas House, Brocas’ Bar, M/cr 16.

Coventry Technical College

SESSION 1957-58

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Applications invited for entry to a three-year full-time course beginning in September 1957, from those requiring comprehensive training to an advanced level in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, qualifying them for technical posts in radio, television, communications, television and industrial electronics. Syllabus will cover courses in City and Guilds, Brit.I.R.E. and I.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over. Application forms and further information from:

Principal, Coventry Technical College,

Coventry

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

All parts in stock for :

Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleflexing, etc.

Easy Terms available.

2d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE, ULVERSTON, LANS.

WANTED.—T/R Stations, type 907, RT18-ARC-1, AN-ARC-3, TR1934, TR1935, TR1936, T/R1957, W-582. Telephone and Telegraphic Terminal Units. Tracked or electrically tracked, type 3B, 1+4 Mk II, 1+1, 5+4, 3 ChDx, R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD., 7, High Street, Worthing, Sussex, (TV). Worthing 30181.

EDUCATIONAL

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.) on "no pass—no fee" terms. Over 95% successes. For full details of modern courses in all branches of Electrical Technology send for our 144-page handbook—free. B.E.E.T. (Dept. 242A), 29, Wright’s Lane, London, W.8.

LEARN IT as you do it. We provide practical experience combined with instruction in Radio, Television, Electricity, Mechanics, Photography, etc. Write for full details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. FW41, London, W.4.

A.M. Mech.E., A.M. Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds, etc., on "no pass—no fee" terms; over 95% successes. For details of exams and courses in all branches of engineering, building, etc., write for 144-page handbook—free. B.E.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 29, Wright’s Lane, London, W.8.


INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineers home study courses of Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding and authoritative. Moderate fees to a limited number of students only. Synopsis of Instructional Material on request.

"The Practical Radio Engineer" journal, sample copy 2/-, 6,000 Alignment Peeks for Superhet, 5/-; Membership and Entry Conditions booklet, 1/- All post free from the SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.


MERCHANT NAVY Wireless School, Overseas House, Brocas’ Bar, M/cr 16.

Coventry Technical College

SESSION 1957-58

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Applications invited for entry to a three-year full-time course beginning in September 1957, from those requiring comprehensive training to an advanced level in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, qualifying them for technical posts in radio, television, communications, television and industrial electronics. Syllabus will cover courses in City and Guilds, Brit.I.R.E. and I.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over. Application forms and further information from:

Principal, Coventry Technical College,

Coventry

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

All parts in stock for :

Viewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleflexing, etc.

Easy Terms available.

2d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE, ULVERSTON, LANS.
BERNARDS OFFER: A VALVE SUPER-HET BATTERY PORTABLE RECEIVER

Can be obtained complete with batteries £8.19.6

In kit form less batteries £7.7.0

Including postage.

Batteries can be supplied separately at 11/6

- Long and medium wave
- Large elliptical speaker
- Latest type low-consumption miniature valves

SEND TO:

Bernards Electrical Industries Ltd.
99, Kingsley Rd., Hounslow, Middx.

A really small FM AND HI-FI RECEIVER

This radio receiver, although small enough to fit inside a matchbox, gives loud, clear reception of the BBC Home, Light and Third Programmes on the medium waveband, about 190-550 metres. No cat whiskers, valves or batteries are required, and the receiver works off a short indoor aerial in most districts. Many unexcelled testimonials.

PRICE £9/- POSTAGE AND PACKING 6d. EXTRA

This offer applies only to Gt. Britain and Northern Ireland.

RADIO COMPONENT SERVICE, No. 1, SUMMER'S ROAD, BRISTOL, 2.

SALE

OF RADIO COMPONENTS, ETC.

BAD-OCEPTION CLEARANCE

OF ODD LINES.

FULL DETAILS WITH OUR HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK

(Price £2, post paid)

Which includes circuits of:

M1 PERHITS

- and Slide Receivers.

BATTERY SUPER-HET.

- FEEDER UNITS

- and Valve Superhet Receiver Kits.

- AMPLIFIERS

- and Gold quality Amplifiers.

- WAVEBAND

- Superhet Coil Pack, Complete transistor kit.

= CRYSTAL.

= SERVICING and Constructional hints, Formula, Data, etc.

Send for your copy today!

SUPACOILS (Depl. Ph.)

101, Markhouse Rd., London, E.17

Telephone: KEN 6336

ANN A KIN

Resident Unit Type 2001. Has 12 carbon resistors 80 ohm, 10 W max. Heavy sexless case. For Trans. 246 machine. 30-50 inc., Mainly 100, Slow Motion Dice, 4 in., 50-125, New, 8-

Throat Mikes.—Single unit, less head. New, 2-

Footers, 500 ohms, fine wire (low wattage). Knob, metal case, extended lead. New, 8-

smooth Chokes, 30 ft., 500 m., 500 cmm, 10 ft.

- Above Post Free. Five Lists of 500 price.

25 AMFIELD PLACE, OTLEY, YORKS.

SERVICE SHEETS

1000's in stock

SALE or HIRE

Actual ones used by the trade.

Send S.A.E. with enquiry.

New Catalogue now in preparation.

Reserve yours now, J./

M. FOY

6, WYKEBECK GARDENS, LEEDS, 9
SEND Now for COPY of ELECTRONICS MADE EASY

A Valuable radio handbook for all those engaged in radio and electronic packed pages 500 photographs and drawings.

POST 6/6 PAID

Money back if returned within 14 days

P. M. BOOKS (Dept. P.W.)

109 JERMYN ST., LONDON, S.W.1

CABINETS & HI-EQUIPMENT

We can supply any Cabinet to your own specification

“The Serenada” £12.19.6

Venered with finest selected walnut, beautifully polished to a medium shade; this attractive cabinet has generous storage space, conveniently housed in sliding out smoothly on metal rollers.

We can also supply and fit this or any cabinets with the latest N.T. Amplifier, tuner, Tuning units, record changers, speakers, etc., all available on easy hire terms.

LEWIS RADIO COMPANY

(Dep. PW6) 120, GREEN LANES, PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.13

BOWS Park 1155/6

Broadcast in Your Own Home

The New High Quality Microphone incorporating a specially wound transformer is designed to match any Radio or Radiogram, mains or battery. Hours of amusement at a party, good for all the family. Suitable for baby alarms and many other purposes. Not a toy but a guaranteed working instrument. Full Instructions enclosed.

PRICE £1/4

POSTAGE FEE FREE.

Trade supplied by

E. CLAPSHAW


VALVES—Guaranteed

DAF 6.6 VRF 6A 26 6886 8.5 4V 6B

EAF 8377.7 6886 8.6 8 6B

EBCO 7.6 VU11 8.4 6EC 5

EFG 3.2 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

EPF 3.6 6EZ 4 11 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

EPF 3.6 6EZ 4 11 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

EPF 3.6 6EZ 4 11 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

EPF 3.6 6EZ 4 11 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

EPF 3.6 6EZ 4 11 6F 62 8.5 6D 5

PCO 6 8A 8T 7 8 8D 6B 8B

11 8A6K 7 8 8D 6B 8B

PCF 491 2 9 12 1 12 6 8

RAC 9 12 1 12 6 8 12 1 12 6 8

TII 1 9 12 1 12 6 8 12 1 12 6 8

VRF6A 5 8 8D 6B 8B 9 12 1 12 6 8

VRF6A 5 8 8D 6B 8B 9 12 1 12 6 8

8-post 6d. extra. (Also all components.)

Ti TUBES, Perfect Tuning (callers only)

CERMK, CRMK92A, MW22-16, MW22-18. £4.00 each.

TELEKIT SUPPLY

104 High Street, Brecken, Kent.

Phone: B.C 13

T.E.L.E.VI.SI.O.N

New - VALVES - Guaranteed

New Test and Guaranteed

1F5 8.6 6E8T 6.6 6EH4 8.6 6EH4 6B

1H5 7.6 6B6W 7.6 10-6Y51 11.6

1H7 7.6 6E55C 6.5 6ELS 11.6 6E240 8.6

394 7.6 6E177T 6.8 10-6Y51 7.6

394 7.6 6E177T 6.8 10-6Y51 7.6

7T4 8.6 6B6W 7.6 10-6Y51 11.6

784 8.6 6E55C 6.5 6ELS 11.6 6E240 8.6

7V4 8.6 6E120U 7.6 6EPF 56 6UC41 8.6

7V4 8.6 6E120U 7.6 6EPF 56 6UC41 8.6

7A6 8.6 6E55C 6.5 6ELS 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

7A6 8.6 6E55C 6.5 6ELS 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

7AT 8.6 6E200 6.8 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6AT6 7.6 6A150 6.8 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6AT6 7.6 6A150 6.8 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6AK6 8.6 6E101C 6.8 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6AK6 8.6 6E101C 6.8 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6BB6 7.6 10-6Y51 11.6 6E240 8.6

6ATUWH PASTE KT66, 27.6: E64.

EL28, 6Y8, and 6F12: E73, 192. 4: 189, 148: per pair.

VOL 166, 4: 189, 148, small, long n.p. 1.8: S, 4": D, 4.6: 11. All values.

PAPER HONORS, 1% m., 1,000 v. wkg. 3.6.

"SOUTH ROY:" 11, 3,000:000, reeds. 1.6.

"SOUTH ROY:" 11, 3,000:000, reeds. 1.6.

R. J. COOPER (GB8X)

72, SOUTH END, CROYDON, SURREY

Croydon 0198

H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT

For noted over 18 years for

S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

Not a toy but a guaranteed working instrument.

Improved designs with Deco coils:

One-Watt Kit, Model "A", F.F. 6, 6L6, 6K6.

Two "E" 50.

All kits complete with all components, accessories, and full instructions.

Before ordering call and inspect a demonstration receiver, or send stamped self-addressed envelope for descriptive catalogue.

H.A.C. "SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS"

(Dept. TH) 11, Old Bond Street,


TELEVISION

The advance of Radio Technique will offer unlimited opportunities of high pay and secure position to Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become technically qualified. Now do you can this quickly and easily in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of A.M/AM, F.M/F.M., Exams., and particulars of up-to-date courses at the Wireless Engineering School.

Radio Servicing, Short Waves, Televisions, Mathematics, etc., etc. Guaranteed "NO PAYS-NO FEE".

Prepare to-tomorrow's opportunities and future competition by sending for this very informative 144-page guide NOW—BEFORE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS

2, Amhurst Road, Telscombe Cliffs, Sussex.

Fidelia HAND BUILT

All Fidelia AM FM models have VHF-M.F. bands plus 20-200 kc.

Send 5d. and receive complete audio response, separate bass and treble controls, etc.

Price 6d. extra. (All also components.)

Ti TUBES, Perfect Tuning (callers only)

CERMK, CRMK92A, MW22-16, MW22-18. £4.00 each.

TELEKIT SUPPLY

104 High Street, Brecken, Kent.

Phone: B.E.C 13

All Fidelia AM FM models have VHF-M.F. bands plus 20-200 kc.

Send 5d. and receive complete audio response, separate bass and treble controls, etc.

Price 6d. extra. (All also components.)

Ti TUBES, Perfect Tuning (callers only)

CERMK, CRMK92A, MW22-16, MW22-18. £4.00 each.

TELEKIT SUPPLY

104 High Street, Brecken, Kent.

Phone: B.E.C 13

HE 56, 6L6, 6K6, 6L6, 6K6.

TAPE, 1.200 ft. reels. 27.

Watt change, speakers, etc.

T.V. TUNER S.


NOW FREE and without obligation.

Prepared for to-morrow's opportunities and future competition by sending for this very informative 144-page guide NOW—BEFORE and without obligation.
BUILD THIS PORTABLE For only £7-0

BUILD THIS REMARKABLE LITTLE 3 TRANSISTORS SET FOR ONLY 69/6 (speaker insert extra). As shown in "Radio Constructor." Size only 11 in. x 3 in. x 6 in. including built-in speaker, and battery. Can be slipped easily into the pocket. Frett tuning to avoid cabinet projections (knobs, etc.). USES FERRITE ROD AERIAL and needs no aerial or earth (can be used also for private listening in, whilst travelling or at the Office, etc.). TOTAL BUILDING COST (ONLY) WHILST PRESENT SUPPLIES LAST) is 69/6, plus 2/6 Post, etc. (speaker insert extra).

PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY: PRICED PARTS LIST 1/6. SEND NOW BEFORE PRICE GOES UP!

Cheques accepted. C.O.D. 1/6 extra.

COUPLING ELECTRONICS 69 preston street, brighton

62AK This Month's Bargains

CRYSTAL HAND MIKES in silver hammer case with polished grille and handle, complete with Hi-fi. screened lead. 2/6 post free.

100 lb/crystal, by famous American makers in 3-pin based holder. New condition. Worth £3/10/- only 25/- post free.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT. Amplifiers, speakers, pick-ups by Gramman, Leak, Quad, Rogers, R.C.A., Spectronet, W.B. Wharfedale, etc., available for immediate delivery.


BRITISH BREAD MIKES complete with pair of H.R. 4000 ohm phones in wooden carrying case. New W.D. stock, unrepeatable at 17/6! Post 2/6.


RIBBED GLASS 3in. AERIAL INSULATORS, 1/6 ea. or 6 for 7/6, 12 or more post free. Small Shell Porcelain, 1/6, ea. or 4/- doz.


ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS, 3 to 35 Mc/s in 3 switched bands. Complete with indicator bulb. 15/-, postage 1/6.

PREFER TO PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.

Dept. 'P', 110, Dale End, Birmingham 4. (CEN. 1639)
# Practical Wireless Blueprint Service

## Practical Wireless

### Crystal Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Blueprint</th>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Three-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Four-valve : 2/6 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/- each</td>
<td>1937 crystal receiver ...</td>
<td>PW71*</td>
<td>PW94*</td>
<td>PW95*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the &quot;pyramid&quot; one-valver (HF pen) ...</td>
<td>PW93*</td>
<td>PW96*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the modern one-valver ...</td>
<td>PW76*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/6 each</td>
<td>DUAL-WAVE &quot;CRYSTAL DIODE&quot; ...</td>
<td>PW77*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Straight Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Three-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Four-valve : 2/6 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/- each</td>
<td>W.F.J. camm's 2-valve ...</td>
<td>PW88*</td>
<td>PW38A*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W.F.J. camm's 4-valve ...</td>
<td>PW30A*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/6 each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shorts-Wave Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Midget Short-Wave Two ...</th>
<th>Three-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>EXPERIMENTER'S SHORT-WAVE THREE (SG, D, Pow) ...</th>
<th>THE BAND-SPREAD S.W. THREE (11F, Pen, D, Pen) ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/- each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
<td>PW76*</td>
<td>PW38A*</td>
<td>PW30A*</td>
<td>PW68*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Portables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>STANDARD FOUR-VALVEER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/- each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
<td>HW76*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Miscellaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>short-wave set (SG, D, LF, P) ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/6 each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
<td>WM383*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Television

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>Two-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>four-valve: 2/6 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/6 each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
<td>HW34C*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amateur Wireless and Wireless Magazine

### Straight Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>battery operated</th>
<th>one-valve : 2/6 each</th>
<th>two-valve: 2/6 each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/6 each</td>
<td>HW3A*</td>
<td>HW63*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Superhets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery Sets : 2/6 each</th>
<th>F.J. camm's 2-valve Superhet ...</th>
<th>PW52*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Coronet &quot; A.C.4 ...</td>
<td>PW100*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/DC &quot; Coronet &quot; Four PW101*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Special Note**

These blueprints are drawn full size. The issues containing descriptions of these sets are now out of print, but an accurist denotes that constructional details are available, free with the blueprint.

The index letters which precede the blueprint number indicate the periodical in which the description appears. Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to Wireless Magazine.

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost of the blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint Dept., George News, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

---

**Query Coupon**

This coupon is available until Aug. 6th, 1957, and must accompany all queries sent in accord with the notice on our "Open to Discussion" page.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Aug. 1957.
EASY AS "A.B.C."—CHEAP TO MAKE!

Build This TRANSISTOR POCKET SET
For Only 49/6!

NEW in maker's sealed cartons—limited quantity of the famous 3-speed record player units, exceptionally easy to fit, with lightweight pick-up, in operating "Auto" crystal turntable and separate sausage style for Standard and Long-Playing. With full instructions and fitting plans. Unbelievable price 92/6, plus 3d Post, Packing, etc. C.O.D. 2—extra.

BUILD THIS TRANSISTOR SET
For Only 35/—

A SPECIAL OFFER WHILE STOCKS LAST! THE "SKY-SCOUT" Pocket two-stage transistor set, size only 1in. x 3in. x 3in. Covering all medium-waves and works entirely off tiny "pen-light" battery which costs 6d, and fits inside case. All parts tested before dispatch. Can be built for 35,—plus 2—post and packing, including Case, Transistor, STEP-BY-STEP PLANS FOR ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS. nuts, bolts, etc. (C.O.D. 16—extra). Parts sold separately, priced parts list, etc., 16.

BUILD YOUR ORDER TODAY!

WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN: ... our design enters in response to a great many requests have designed this "SHINY" Vest-Pocket TRANSISTOR RADIO which gives a superb performance. It is highly sensitive, size only 4in. x 3in. x 2in., the weight under 10 ozs.—yes it is a TWO-STAGE receiver covering all medium waves, working entirely off a tiny "pen-light" battery, which costs 6d, and fits inside the case—and lasts many months. Uses personal phone and has push-button LUMINOUS tip switch. Every part tested before dispatch; SPECIFICATIONS: STEP-BY-STEP PLANS FOR ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS. Total building cost including case, transistors, etc—everything down to the last nut and bolt—ONLY 49/6 with plans, Postage, etc., 2.—C.O.D. 16—extra. (Parts sold separately. Priced parts, including mail order vigorous) DEMAND WILL BE VERY HEAVY—KICK YOUR ORDER TODAY!

ONLY £8-12-6

BRAND NEW — NOT SURPLUS! In maker's sealed cartons, Latest U.A. "Sonarmutine" 4-speed record-player complete with High- and Low-tension head. Type HOP 37—Capacity of 30-60 records (12in., 10in. and 7in. intermixed in any order). 36, 45, 75 and 16 r.p.m. For A.C. mains 100 to 250 volts. Exclusive "MagDisk" selector gives quickest and quietest change ever. With full instructions and fitting plans. Limited Quantity at 39-12-6. 49/6 Post, Packing, etc. WHY PAY MORE? SEND NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST!—modernise your record-room and increase its value.

BUILD YOUR ORDER TODAY!

CONCORD ELECTRONICS
69, PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON

Orders receive prompt attention. Cheques accepted. Cash on delivery 16 extra. Please print name and address in block letters. Suppliers to Schools, Universities, Government and Research Establishments. Complete range of components and values stocked. CALLERS WELCOME. Shop Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (1 p.m. Thursdays). Note: no C.O.D. accepted.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
August, 1957